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Foreword

The Citizens' Commission on Civil Rights is a
bipartisan organization established in 1982 to moni-
tor the civil rights policies and practices of the feder-
al government and to seek ways to accelerate
progress in the area of civil rights.

This report is one component of the Citizens'
Commission on Civil Rights' Title I monitoring proj-
ect, which is examining whether and how recently
enacted federal education reforms put into place
through the reauthorization of Title I of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 are being
implemented in high-poverty schools.

This study has two parts. Part One consists of

the Report and Recommendations of the Commis-
sion. Part Two contains a summary and the findings
and recommendations of a report previously released
by the Commission, Title I in Midstream: The Fight
to Improve Schools for Poor Kids, which assessed
the progress made by the federal government in com-
plying with the requirements of the new Title I.

The Commission gratefully acknowledges the
support of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation,
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation,
the Spencer Foundation, and the Annenberg Founda-
tion for this study
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Part One: Introduction Chapter I

Chapter I

Introduction

The struggle for equal educational opportunity
for African American and poor students in Alabama
at the end of the 20th century endures in the shadow
of the long history of state-imposed, racially sepa-
rate, and unequal provision of public schooling.
Alabama fiercely resisted dismantling its dual sys-
tem of public education in the face of the Supreme
Court's 1954 decision in Brown u Board of Educa-
tion and congressional enactment of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. Brown held that racial classifications
imposed by the government for the purpose of sepa-
rating blacks from whites violated the United States
Constitution; ten years later, with the passage of the
Civil Rights Act, it became official national policy to
prohibit discrimination on the basis of race in educa-
tion, employment, and a host of other aspects of
American life. Most of the state came under federal
court order to desegregate its public schools in Sep-
tember 1963, when Governor George Wallace issued
an Executive Order to delay the opening of school in
Macon County.

Indeed, Alabama has been the staging ground for
the great legal and political campaigns to enforce both
the Fourteenth and the Fifteenth Amendments to the
Constitution. But despite these battles, many vestiges
of the old "separate but equal" educational system
remain, including low levels of spending, the lack of
capacity to teach specific advanced skills, low levels of
literacy, and pervasive and staggering family poverty
rates. (See Figure 1, Figure 2.) Many poor students
start school without the most basic preparation, due
to family poverty, lack of quality preschool programs,
and the absence of mandatory kindergarten.

Research has demonstrated that concentrations
of poverty in rural and urban areas multiply the
adverse consequences of poverty on a child's

achievement. The more students from low-income
families, the greater are a school's needs for: addi-
tional highly trained staff, more personal attention,
an enriched curriculum, extra instructional materi-
als, after-school and summer classes, and parent
involvement programs.

While the federal role in education is limited, the
national government has a vital role in ensuring
equality of educational opportunity. The national
interest in education has been manifested for the
past three decades primarily through the civil rights
laws, and through Title I of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act of 1965.' Title I, an $8 billion
program that now serves nearly 10.5 million students
in some 50,000 schools, has for years provided funds
to Alabama school systems and schools that have
high concentrations of poor children.

The Title I program (which was renamed Chapter
1 between 1981 and 1994) is the federal government's
largest program providing financial assistance to the
nation's elementary and secondary schools. In 1994,
the most recent reauthorization of this law, Congress
substantially overhauled the Title I program to shift
the focus from remedial education to high standards
and higher achievementreforms that had been advo-
cated by professional educators and a broad coalition
of civil rights and education organizations, and
endorsed by the Clinton Administration. These
reforms called for raising academic standards; building
the capacity of schools; adopting testing and assess-
ments that fairly and accurately measure what chil-
dren know; ensuring accountability by school officials;
and ensuring the inclusion of all children, especially
those with limited English proficiency and disabilities.

The new law, while potent, is not self-executing.
Whether disadvantaged children will reap its benefits

10



Chapter I Part One: Introduction

Figure 1. Educational Attainment in Alabama

Total White Black

18 to 24 years old 434,617 308,482 120,344
70.17% 27.7%

High School Graduate 126,112 85,539 39,201
67.83% 31.08%

Some College or Associate Degree 167,839 126,392 38,857

Bachelor's Degree or Higher 24,415 21,108 2,851
86.46% 11.68%

25 years old and older 2,545,989 1,936,783 556,645
77.13% 21.87%

Ninth to Twelfth Grade, 494,790 348,248 142,874
No Diploma 70.04% 28.88%

High School Graduate 749,591 600,172 143,871
80.06% 19.20%

Bachelor's Degree 258,231 220,946 33,780
85.56% 13.08%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Social and Economic Characteristics Alabama, at Table 47, School Enroll-
ment and Educational Attainment by Race and Hispanic Origin: 1990 (1993).

Figure 2. Poverty Status of Families in Alabama

Total White Black

Income in 1989
Below Poverty

723,614
18.3%

342,388

11.7%

371,975
37.7%

Children 5 to 17 years old
Below Poverty 177,908 60,700

34.12%

114,826

64.54%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Social and Economic Characteristics: Alabama, at Table 54, Poverty Status
in 1989 of Families and Persons by Race and Hispanic Origin: 1990 (1993).
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Part One: Introduction Chapter I

depends largely on the extent to which officials at
every level carry out their respective obligations. Nor
is the new Title I expected to meet its goals in isola-
tion. Rather, it must be integrated into state, district,
and school efforts to improve learning for all students.

The Citizens' Commission has launched this
study to assess the progress made by the federal gov-
ernment, the states, and four targeted communities
in complying with the 1994 amendments to Title I
contained in the Improving America's Schools Act.
In this, the second of several reports on this issue,
the Citizens' Commission highlights our field
research in high-poverty communities in Alabama, a
state that was chosen because of its long and severe
legacy of underfunding education and denying educa-
tional opportunities on the basis of race.

In undertaking this study of Title I in Alabama,
the Citizens' Commission asked the following ques-
tions:

Have the new requirements been implemented?

Have the 1994 revisions of Title I brought about
any changes in schools and districts? Is there evi-
dence that the new reformg can work?

How have schools used the flexibility and deci-
sion-making authority of schoolwide programs?

What are the patterns of resource allocation? Are
districts targeting funds to the neediest schools
on the basis of poverty? Are schools using funds
for comprehensive school improvement?

How has the state's accountability system affected
local efforts at school improvement?

To answer these questions, the Citizens' Commis-
sion tracked implementation of the new law from the
states, to the districts, and finally to individual
schools. Primary responsibility for implementing
Title I lies with the state's Department of Education.
It must establish a standards-based framework of
content standards, student performance standards,
assessments, and an accountability system. It has a

duty to help Title I districts and schools develop the
capacity to implement Title I requirements. Signifi-
cantly, the state education agency is not simply a
"pass through" for federal funds. It approves local
applications before districts can spend Title I funds.
Using this authority, state officials must require dis-
tricts to follow the law.

At the Alabama Department of Education, the
Citizens' Commission met with Alabama's Title I
directors (initially interim Director Barry Blackwell,
and subsequently Catherine Moore), as well as with
Assistant State Superintendent Feagin Johnson. We
obtained copies of state laws, department regula-
tions, documents pertinent to Title I, and general
information items such as the Alabama Education
Directory and Alabama Education News. Copies of
the State Superintendent's Report Cards were
obtained off the Alabama Department of Education's
website. Copies of Alabama's Consolidated State Plan
under the Improving America's Schools Act and the
State Performance Report for the 1996-97 school year
were obtained from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion's Office of Elementary and Secondary Education.

At the Citizens' Commission's request, the Alaba-
ma Department of Education provided a list of the
highest performing, high-poverty schools in the state
for the 1997-98 school year, as well as those schools
that had been awarded recognition as Distinguished
Title I schools. The Citizens' Commission conducted
its research in 16 schools in 6 local school systems
representing northern counties, the Black Belt, and
urban and rural districts (see Figure 3): Birmingham
City Public Schools ('Niggle Elementary School); Dal-
las County (Southside Primary, Southside High
School, Tipton Middle School, Shiloh Elementary
School); Etowah County (Ivalee Elementary School);
Gadsden City Schools (Adams Elementary School,
Floyd Elementary School, Striplin Elementary
School); Linden City (Linden Elementary School,
Austin Junior High School, Linden High School); and
Monroe County (Beatrice Elementary School, Mon-
roeville Elementary School, J.F. Shields High School,
Monroe County High School).

Documents collected from school districts
included local Title I applications, which provided

12



Chapter I Part One: Introduction

Figure 3.
School Districts Studied
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the number and type of person employed by Title I
for each school; Title I plans; schoolwide plans;
school improvement plans; all or portions of Annual
Accountability Reports submitted to the Alabama
Department of Education; and other information rel-
evant to Title I allocations or the accountability sta-
tus of schools. In the districts cited above, the
Citizens' Commission interviewed at length the
superintendent of schools and/or the director of Title
I, other knowledgeable school administrators, and
the principal of each school. We toured schools,
observed instruction in classes, ate school lunches

with staff, spoke with students, and met teachers and
counselors. Altogether, the Citizens' Commission
interviewed 40 local administrators and teachers.
(In addition, officials in Selma City and Wilcox Coun-
ty provided districtwide information about Title I.
Regrettably, the superintendents of those two school
systems, as well as the superintendent of another sys-
tem the Citizens' Commission approached, Lowndes
County, declined our request to visit schools.)

The result is a study that the Citizens' Commis-
sion believes will help make the coming debate over
the reauthorization of Title I and competing propos-
als more informed. As the reader will see, the evi-
dence regarding the difference that Title I has made
for poor children in Alabama is mixed. The Citizens'
Commission's research revealed that Title I has
helped to narrow the gap in education revenue
between high- and low-income areas created by the
fiscal inequities in Alabama's school financing sys-
tem. In fact, there are indications that the state had
directly and indirectly spent Title I funds for the very
necessities, such as school construction and renova-
tion and regular classroom teachers, created by its
own inequitable financing.

But Title I calls foi much more. As detailed in
this report, Alabama has been slow to implement
many of the changes called for in the law, changes
that could well accelerate progress toward achieving
the state's goals of improving public schools. In Chap-
ters II and III, we detail the momentous challenges
Alabama faces, and the role that Title I is playing in
meeting them. Chapter IV discusses examples of
exemplary schools and practices. In Chapter V, we
see how in many of the poorest districts examined by
the Citizens' Commission, Title I is being used to sup-
port schools' most basic operational needs, not the
special needs. In the conclusion, the Citizens' Com-
mission offers some recommendations designed to
ensure that the promise of the new Title I reforms
becomes a reality for greater numbers of Alabama's
poor children.

13



Part One: Inching Toward Change Chapter II

Chapter II

Inching Toward Change

Alabama has witnessed much ferment in educa-
tion reform in the 1990s. Reform efforts have gath-
ered steam, only to be stopped by political controversy,
and then resumed in halting steps. Citizens have
voiced concern about inadequate and inequitable edu-
cation, and low spending on schools, and the negative
image these deficiencies create for the business cli-
mate. African Americans have campaigned against
the tracking of their children into low-level courses, a
practice that perpetuates dual expectations and stan-
dards for educational attainment.

Obstacles to change are severe. Alabama is one
of the poorest states in the nation by any measure. In
1997, per capita personal income was $18,781, near
the bottom of the national scale. According to the
1990 census, nearly one-quarter (23.8%) of Alabama's
children were living in poverty. Alabama ranks above
only Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and the District
of Columbia on measures such as child welfare, teen
pregnancies, and infant mortality. The state has no
preschool program, and kindergarten attendance is
not mandatory. Political resistance to tax increases
keeps local property taxes and state spending low,
and keeps bond measures, which must be approved
by the state legislature, off the ballot.'

I. Educational Conditions
and Resources

Per-pupil funding for education in Alabama in the
1996-97 school year averaged $4,948, below the $5,620
average for the southeastern states and the national
average of $6,335. Education revenue in the state
comes from three sources. The state share of educa-

tion revenue is 64.8%, far above the national average
of 48.7% in the 1996-97 school year. Local revenue
accounts for 24.9% of the total, compared to the
national average of 44.5%. Federal revenues supply
10.2% of the total, above the national average of 6.8%.3

Like most states, per-pupil spending varies wide-
ly among school districts. In the 1996-97 school year,
the Alabama Department of Education reported that
expenditures per child in average daily attendance
ranged from $6,157 to a low of $3,953. The mix of
state, local, and federal dollars for education also
varies widely among school districts, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. While the state contribution to total expendi-
tures averages 64.8%, more affluent districts with a
larger tax base generate more local dollars and are
thus less dependent on state and federal funds. Con-
versely, low-wealth districts lack the tax base and tax-
payer support for increased spending on public
schools. This problem is particularly acute in areas
where the public schools enroll students who are
black and poor and the more affluent white residents
educate their children in private academies. In these
situations, public schools depend to a very large
extent on the state funding formula.

Subsidized school breakfast and lunch programs
and Title I are the principal components of federal
revenue. Money for these two programs is distrib-
uted according to the number of children from low-
income families in each school district. Although
federal revenue contributes, on the average, 10.2% of
total resources for education, it varies according to
the number of children from poor families. The fed-
eral contribution to local school revenues ranges
from 26.2% in Lowndes County to 6.9% in Etowah
County, depending on the number of low-income
children.

14



Chapter II Part One: Inching Toward Change

Figure 4. Revenue Sources; Per Capita Income;
Average Per Pupil Expenditure (APPE); and % Free and
Reduced-Price Lunch (FRPL) for Selected School Districts,
1997-98 School Year

School District % Local
Revenue

% State
Revenue

% Federal
Revenue

Personal Income
Per Capita 1989

APPE % FRPL

Birmingham 22.5% 63.9% 13.6% Jefferson County
$16,597

$4,558.94 75.0%

Dallas County 13.3% 71.7% 15.0% Dallas County
$10,313

$4,628.38 75.5%

Etowah County 22.5% 71.7% 5.8% Etowah County
$12,514

$4,559.07 16.4%

Gadsden City 26.9% 57.3% 15.8% Etowah County
$12,514

$5,668.04 60.0%

Homewood City 60.0% 37.3% 2.7% Jefferson County
$16,597

$5,979.39 14.0%

Linden City 19.8% 61.8% 18.4% Marengo County
$10,729

$5,855.23 89.5%

Lowndes County 10.2% 63.6% 26.2% Lowndes County
$10,628

$4,729.34 95.0%

Monroe County 17.7% 73.7% 8.6% Monroe County
$11,495

$4,612.51 55.7%

Selma City 20.5% 64.0% 15.5% Dallas County
$10,313

$4,628.38 77.6%

Wilcox County 17.2% 63.6% 19.1% Wilcox County
$ 9,448

$5,404.48 92.0%

Alabama Average 24.9% 64.8% 10.2% $13,669 $4,948.00* 47.1%

* State average per pupil expenditure is for 1996-97 and excludes capital outlay and debt service.

Sources: Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs, Alabama County Data Book 1997, at 98 (Apr. 1997) (per capita
income); Alabama Department of Education, 1997-98 District and School Report Cards (% revenue); Alabama Department of Education,
State of Alabama State Superintendent's Report Card FY 1996-97 (average per pupil expenditure for Lowndes County); Alabama Depart
ment of Education, State of Alabama State Superintendent's Report Card FY 1997-98 (average per pupil expenditure data for all other dis-
tricts); U.S. Department of Education, Alabama State Performance Report 1996-97 (% revenue); % free and reduced price lunch calculated
from Title I local educational agency plans for FY1998 and FY1999.
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Part One: Inching Toward Change Chapter II

The Alabama Department of Education takes 1%
of the state's Title I allocation for administration,
technical assistance, and leadership. The remaining
99% of the allocation is distributed to school districts
based on their numbers of poor school-age children.
Title I reaches 60% of Alabama's schools and 32% of
its public school students in pre-kindergarten
through twelfth grade. Alabama's school systems
received $125,978,962 in Title I funding for the 1998-
99 school year. Of the 789 schools that received Title
I funds in the 1996-97 school year, 71% had 50% or
more of their student populations in poverty, as mea-
sured by participation in the free and reduced-price
lunch program.' (See Figure 5.) In that school year,
236,659 Alabama students received Title I services.
Title I participants were 58.7% African American and
39.2% white. Hispanics, American Indians, and
Asians represented less than 1% each.

Figure 5. Alabama Title I
Schools by Poverty Level,
1996-97 School Year

% Poverty Number of Schools

0 to 34% 40

35 to 49% 188

50 to 74% 303

75 to 100% 258

7btal 789

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Alabama State Perfor-
mance Report 1996-97.

Figure 6. Title I in Alabama:
Basic Facts

Title I Allocation, 1998-99 $125,978,962

% Schools Served 60%

Number of Schools Served 789

% Students Served 32%

Number of Students Served 236,659

% Title I Schools Above 50% Poverty 71%

II. Reform Trends

Despite the barriers posed by inadequate
resources and inequitable educational conditions,
reform efforts have moved the state forward on a few
fronts.

A. Equity and Adequacy Litigation

Lawsuits filed by poor school districts (Alabama
Coalition for Education u Hunt) and individual
school children (Harper 12 Hunt) in 1993 brought
before the state judiciary the issues raised by the fis-
cal inequities in Alabama's educational system. In
those cases, the Montgomery County Circuit Court
found that the disparities in Alabama's school funding
violated the state constitution. The court held that
the plaintiffs had shown significant differences in edu-
cational conditions and resources between the wealth-
ier and poorer systems with respect to the age and
condition of school buildings, classroom resources,
pupil-teacher ratios, libraries, proportion of students
enrolled in advanced courses, and professional devel-
opment opportunities for teachers. The court went on
to state that:

Disparities such as these have been evident for
the past 20 years . . . [and] that the cumulative

16



Chapter II Part One: Inching Toward Change

and . . . inter-generational effect of differential
funding in Alabama public schools is unques-
tionably significant . . . . [DJ efendant's own evi-
dence suggested not only that this funding gap is
not closing, but that it has actually widened sub-
stantially in the last six years. In addition the
Court finds that the comparatively greater edu-
cational need shown by the plaintiffs to exist in
many of the poorer systems further exacerbates
the effect of these funding disparities.'

Accordingly, the court ordered the state to imple-
ment an array of ambitious reforms calling for, among
other things, student and educator performance stan-
dards, assessment strategies related to student per-
formance objectives, graduation and promotion
standards, accountability at all levels, professional
development, and early childhood programs. The
court's Remedy Order also included provisions relat-
ed to safe school buildings; transportation; text
books, instructional materials, and supplies; and the
use of technology for classroom learning.'

But on December 3, 1997, the Alabama Supreme
Court, while affirming the Circuit Court's order on
liability, vacated its Remedy Order, although leaving
open the possibility that the plaintiffs could return to
the trial court if the state had not complied "within a
reasonable time." An attempt at legislative reform
responding to the Circuit Court's decision offered by
Alabama First, the Governor's Task Force, was also
derailed. This reform package, which embodied the
principles of a blueprint developed by the A+ Coali-
tion for Better Education, a grassroots advocacy orga-
nization and research foundation, proposed that
Alabama's education system be based on perfor-
mance standards, accountability for results, and the
belief that all children can learn at higher levels.
Other proposals included pre-kindergarten programs
for disadvantaged children, the removal of health and
social service barriers to learning, and school-based
decision-making. However, Alabama First's reform
package, which carried a price tag of $2 billion, was
defeated twice in the Alabama legislature in 1994,
with opposition coming from anti-taxers (principally
the farm and forest industries), the Alabama Educa-

tion Association (although it had originally endorsed
the blueprint), and conservative forces that labeled
the reforms "outcomes-based" education.'

B. Legislative Action

In 1995, with the support of the Alabama Educa-
tion Association, Governor Fob James succeeded in
moving through the legislature two measures,' which,
while lacking the substantive reforms contained in
the Circuit Court's Remedy Order, nonetheless insti-
tuted new requirements for Alabama schools and stu-
dents. The first of these measures, the Accountability
Act of 1995, required statewide minimum standards,
statewide testing of students, and financial and aca-
demic accountability for school districts and schools.
The second measure, the Foundation Law of 1995,
made minor changes, the first in 60 years, to the
Foundation Program that allocates state funds to dis-
tricts depending upon districts' own level of support
for schools. Neither of these legislative reforms, how-
ever, addressed funding inequities or provided new
state money.

Nonetheless, the tougher graduation require-
ments that the reforms contain will likely have a sig-
nificant impact on students and schools. According to
State Superintendent Ed Richardson, the goal of bet-
ter-educated graduates is what has driven the major
initiatives pursued by the State Board of Education
and the State Department of Education during the
past four years. Beginning with the class of 2000, high
school students must earn 16 credits (as opposed to
11 credits under the former standards): 4 credits each
in English, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Eight more credits, for a total of 24, must be earned in
physical education (1 credit); fine arts; health educa-
tion; and computer applications (one-half credit
each). Five and one-half credits in electives are also
required.'

In addition to the increased course require-
ments, a new high school exit examination set at an
eleventh-grade standard will replace the current
exam, which is currently geared to an eighth-grade
level. This year's tenth graders took the new exam on
a pilot basis in the spring of 1999. Results of that test
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are intended to help students and their teachers pre-
pare for new high-level tests beginning in 2001.
Under the new course and test requirements for high
school graduation, students can obtain a regular
diploma or the Alabama high school diploma with an
advanced academic endorsement. Special education
students who choose to pursue employment rather
than college after high school can now earn an occu-
pational diploma, instead of the certificate of atten-
dance previously provided under the old system.

The Alabama Department of Education calls the
new 24-credit requirement the most rigorous stan-
dard for graduation in the nation. State officials
assert that the new high school diploma, combined
with the eleventh-grade level examination, will
"mean something."

Nonetheless, "scared" is not too strong a word to
describe the feelings of local educators interviewed
by the Citizens' Commission. Simply put, these edu-
cators fear the tougher standards for high school stu-
dents will result in massive failure. Most of the
students to whom the new standards will apply will
not have had the preparation in elementary and sec-
ondary grades that would prepare them to master the
24-credit requirement or pass the new high school
exit examination. In the view of many educators in
the low-wealth, predominantly black and poor school
systems, current high school curriculum, equipment
and materials, and inadequately trained teachers are
not equal to the task of ensuring student success.

In the 1998-99 school year, state board members
and the Alabama Department of Education consid-
ered, proposed, or implemented an array of further
reforms in class size reduction, teacher preparation,
professional development, and vocational/technical
education, among others. In 1998, the state legisla-
ture passed a $3.84 billion education budget that
included an 8.5% pay raise for teachers and discre-
tionary funds for each state legislator to pass out to
schools in their districts. A new program for "at-risk"
students (those testing below the 50th percentile on
the state test) allocates $100 per student. From the
Foundation Program, local school systems have avail-
able, on a per-teacher-unit basis, $60 for professional
development, $75 for technology, $500 for materials
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and supplies, and $135 for library enhancement. The
textbook allotment is $52.50 per student.

At the conclusion of the legislative session in
1999, the state provided funding for 200 new teacher
units. The state expects the federal government to
provide funding for another 400 units. In addition,
$38 million was appropriated for at-risk programs,
including $6.3 million for assistance to persistently
low-scoring schools. Two additional days of profes-
sional development (salaries only, not training) are
included in the budget.

C. Alabama Reading Initiative

In cooperation with state universities, the
Alabama Department of Education has launched the
Alabama Reading Initiative with a goal of having all
public school students reading grade-level material.
The Reading Initiative grew out of the work of the
Alabama Reading Panel, a 25-member group
appointed in 1996 by the State Board of Education,
representing classroom teachers, college and univer-
sity personnel, and representatives of business,
industry, and nongovernmental organizations. The
Panel's first activity was to establish a research base
to guide its efforts. Rather than adopt commercially
available curriculum packages, it concluded that the
best approach for teaching reading was to provide
teachers with the ability to implement effective
practices associated with both whole language and
phonics orientation.

The Reading Initiative began operation in the
summer of 1998 with a summer academy for teams of
524 teachers and the principals from 16 schools that
had volunteered to participate. The 10-day summer
academy provided teachers with extensive training
on how to incorporate the best practices of both
approaches into the reading programs their schools
already use. During the school year following the
summer academy, the schools participating in litera-
cy demonstration sites received ongoing support,
evaluation, and frequent observation.

The starting budget for the Reading Initiative
and the 1998 summer academy was $655,000.
Sources of funding included local school district con-
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tributions, the Alabama Department of Education,
and corporations, foundations, and individual con-
tributors. Participants in the summer academy
received a stipend of $50 per day, plus all expenses
for housing, meals, and mileage. Expansion of the
Reading Initiative to 64 schools is planned for the
summer of 1999 and the 1999-2000 school year. The
State Department of Education obtained $6 million
in state funds to support this effort to boost reading
achievement.

The Reading Initiative is seeking to link colleges
of education with its work in elementary and sec-
ondary schools. One hundred faculty from teacher
education programs in Alabama attended a week-
long advance study in reading in March 1999. Some
of these higher education faculty will become part-
ners with new schools that sign up to become literacy
demonstration sites.

10

Ill. Conclusion

In 1993, the fiscal inequalities in Alabama's school
funding were found to have violated the state constitu-
tion. Since then, neither the Alabama state legislature
nor the executive branch has implemented remedies
that respond to the deficiencies identified by the court.
As detailed later in this report, the Citizens' Commis-
sion's research revealed that Title I has helped to mod-
erate some of the inequities between low-weaIth and
higher wealth areas. Yet with state and local revenue
failing to even provide the cost of the regular pro-
gramclassrooms, teachers, instructional supplies
and equipment federal funds are paying for the
basics, not the special needs of disadvantaged students.
Whether Title I has had an impact in leveraging broad-
er change with respect to state-created inequities in
Alabama is the focus of the next three chapters.
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Chapter III

Title I in Alabama

For more than 34 years, Title I has provided
Alabama with federal funds to improve education for
children who attend schools with high concentra-
tions of poverty. These supplementary funds support
improvements in teaching and learning for students
who are most at risk of school failure.

But Title I is more than a revenue source. It calls
for schools that receive federal funds to use the same
standards and assessments the state establishes for
all children. States are responsible for measuring
student achievement through an accountability sys-
tem, identifying schools that require improvement,
and providing help to those schools.

Each state is required to submit to the U.S.
Department of Education for approval a State Plan
that describes how the state will implement Title I
and certain other federal programs in concert with
the state's own education reform agenda. Alabama's
Plan was conditionally approved on July 1, 1996, for
only one year. As a condition for approval, the U.S.
Department of Education required clarification
regarding the state's content standards and their
alignment with the Stanford Achievement Test, Ninth
Edition (SAT 9), the assessment chosen by the state
to measure progress."

Alabama submitted a revised Plan in March
1997, which was approved on June 24, 1997. On July
9, 1997, the Department wrote to State Superinten-
dent Ed Richardson asking for documentation of the
state's process for developing student performance
standards." Alabama had no such process; accord-
ingly, the state asked for, and was granted, a waiver of
the standards' deadline requirement.

More than a year later, on August 18, 1998, State
Superintendent Richardson submitted a revised Plan
and requested approval of Alabama's Plan without
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further waivers." Plan approval has not yet been
granted, pending evidence that the state has a
process and procedure for developing student perfor-
mance standards.

In the sections that follow, using real -life exam-
ples from Alabama's Plan, as well as examples drawn
from independent research, we examine how the
policies and practices of Alabama and selected
school districts have fulfilledor, in some cases,
thwartedthe promise of the new Title I with
respect to our poorest children.

I. Alabama Standards,
Assessment, and
Accountability

A. Content Standards

Content standards define what all students
should know and be able to do at various grade levels
in academic subjects, making visible and understand-
able the goal of teaching and learning. Students then
understand what is expected of them and will have a
better sense of the progress they are making toward
meeting the standards. For teachers and principals,
content standards provide a framework and focus for
the instructional program and for the professional
development of the staff. Parents and community
members will also share an understanding of what
students should be learning. For local school officials
and school board members, state officials, and
teacher training institutions, content standards are a
means of ensuring that all parts of the education sys-
tem are working together in a coherent fashion.
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The federal government does not dictate the con-
tent of a state's standards. But while states are not
required to send their content standards to Washing-
ton, D.C., for approval to receive Title I funds, they do
have to provide evidence that their standards are rig-
orous and challenging, or that they hold students to
high expectations.

Alabama's content standards have been devel-
oped by committees of Alabama educators. Known as
the Alabama Courses of Study, these standards cover
the following subjects: English language arts, mathe-
matics, science, social studies, health education, arts
education, foreign languages, and career/technical
education. Alabama's March 1997 Consolidated State
Plan says that the Alabama Courses of Study are the
"minimum" that must be taught in the state's schools.
Local districts may add content or emphasis to the
Courses of Study. To satisfy federal concerns that
Alabama's content standards might not be sufficient-
ly challenging, the Alabama Department of Educa-
tion added in its revised Consolidated Plan of August
1998 that "the standards . .. are based on national
standards and trends and are not minimal in nature."

B. Performance Standards

While content standards define what students
should know and be able to do, student performance

standards show how well students have achieved
those standards. They are linked directly to the con-
tent standards and are narrative rather than numer-
ic descriptions. For example, achieving the
"proficient" standard in reading or mathematics has
greater educational meaning than being ranked at
the 60th percentile. The former describes whether
the student is meeting the state's content standards.
The latter describes the relative position of a student
with respect to other students.

Performance standards define distinct levels of
performance. Under Title I, there must be at least
three levels of attainment: two high-performance lev-
elsproficient and advancedand a partially profi-
cient level that tells how well children are
progressing toward proficient.

Alabama has not established student perfor-
mance standards that meet Title I requirements or
a process for developing them, which is why the
state's Plan has not yet won federal approval.
Alabama's current performance standards are
defined by stanines and percentiles on the Stanford
Achievement Test, Ninth Edition (SAT 9), a nation-
ally normed test. In its original 1996 Plan, the
Alabama Department of Education informed the
U.S. Department of Education that its student per-
formance standards were:

PARTIALLY PROFICIENT ALERT Stanines 1-3; percentiles 1-22

PROFICIENT CAUTION Stanines 1-4; percentiles 1-39

ADVANCED CLEAR Stanines 5-9; percentiles 40-99

In response, the U.S. Department of Education
questioned whether the 40th percentile was a high
enough standard to be considered proficient. In a
June 6, 1997, letter to the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, State Superintendent Ed Richardson said that
the stanine and percentile ranks were not "perma-
nent definitions." Based on a review and an analysis
of the 1997 scores, the State Superintendent would

"recommend to the State Board of Education that the
standards be raised.""

In August 1998 correspondence to the U.S.
Department of Education, State Superintendent
Richardson stated that Alabama was adding an addi-
tional category "for Title I purposes" only. According
to Dr. Richardson's letter, this additional category
was being added on the recommendation of the U.S.
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Department of Education's Peer Review consultants,
in order to describe more distinctly what students

should know and be able to do at an advanced level of
performance, as follows:

BELOW BASIC ALERT Stanines 1-3; percentiles 1-22

BASIC CAUTION Stanines 1-4; percentiles 1-39

PROFICIENT CLEAR Stanines 5-6; percentiles 40-76

ADVANCED CLEAR Stanines 7-9; percentiles 77-99

Under the new categories, Caution is relabeled
Basic; Clear is subdivided into Proficient and
Advanced; but the percentile ranges remain the same.
But because schools are not required to have any pro-
portion of their children achieving at the advanced
level, these changes are purely symbolic. As any Alaba-
ma educator knows, achieving Clear gets your school
"off the list." Moreover, while the revised 1998 Plan
stated that the "goal is for Alabama students to score
at or above the 50th percentile and for Title I students
to score equally as well as their grade level peers," as

Figure 7. Bell-Shaped Curve

discussed below, there is nothing in the state's
accountability system that operationalizes that goal.

Several observations about these performance
standards are in order. First, the standards are set at
very low levels; on a nationally normed scale of 0 to
100, proficiency in Alabama is the 40th percentile,
which is 10 percentiles below the "national" average
at the 50th percentile. (See Figure 7.) The "nation-
al" average is not keyed to any substantive standard
that describes what students should know and be
able to do.
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Second, not all students are expected to meet
the standards; only half, or a bare majority, of stu-
dents in a school must test at the 39th percentile or
higher. Third, schools are judged on the average
score of all students, not by how many students are
advanced, proficient, partially proficient, or not profi-
cient. Fourth, the scores are arbitrary cut points that
are not aligned with the content standards.

It is important to note that, as the Alabama
Department of Education works on improving
accountability for schools and districts, it has failed
to take steps to guard against the inappropriate use
of the SAT 9 to track students by so-called "ability"
groups. In Linden City High School, for example,
English classes are tracked by stanines. In eleventh
grade English, students are grouped into stanines 1-5,
stanines 4-5, and stanines 6-9. Twelfth grade English
is divided into Advanced (stanines 7-9), College Prep
(stanines 5-6), and Career English (stanines 1-5).
The labels themselves differentiate the curriculum,
holding some students to lower expectations. Linden
City High School has many positive attributes, includ-
ing a well-equipped computer lab, a student newspa-
per produced and printed electronically, small
classes, and an impressive number of graduates who
go on to college. Yet it is not providing its faculty with
the instructional skills and assistance they need to
help all students reach the high standards called for
by Title I.

C. Assessment

A standards-based education system requires an
assessment system that is aligned to the content and
performance standards. "Alignment" means a match
that is as close as possible between the standards
and the assessment with respect to coverage, empha-
sis, and difficulty of the subject matter. Schools are
often criticized for "teaching to the test," implying
that students are being coached rather than taught.
However, if there is a good match, or alignment,
between the standards, the curriculum, and the
assessment, students will be tested on what they
have been taught. Moreover, when states adopt mul-
tiple measures (e.g., writing assessments and open-

ended items, in addition to multiple-choice formats),
they decrease the chances that teachers will narrow
curriculum to conform to the test format.

Title I requires states, by the 2000-01 school year,
to adopt and use new assessments aligned with the
high academic standards the law also mandates.
These assessments must provide individual scores or
reports of student progress, and must include all stu-
dents, including those who have limited proficiency
in English, who are disabled, or who change schools
during the school year. In addition, assessment
results must be disaggregated by race, gender, dis-
ability status, migrant status, limited English profi-
ciency (LEP) status and low-income status. And
while school districts are allowed to supplement
statewide Title I assessments with additional mea-
sures, these measures are not to be used as a substi-
tute for final statewide assessments, or to thwart the
purposes of a statewide accountability system.

Alabama law, however, mandates the use of a
nationally norm-referenced test. A norm-referenced
test is fundamentally at odds with the standards-
based system called for by Title I. A normed test
compares achievement, in stanines or percentiles, of
one student to another, or one school to another.
It assumes that half of the test takers will fall above
the "national average" and half will fall below. If the
50th percentile is considered to be some kind of stan-
dard, half of the test takers will never be able to meet
it. By contrast, in a standards-based system, a test
compares student achievement to an objective stan-
dard, or criterion, that specifies what students are
expected to know and be able to do at various grades.

The Alabama State Board of Education chose the
SAT 9 as the norm-referenced test it would use to
measure school and school district accountability.
It was chosen, according to the Consolidated Plan,
because "there is an extremely high correlation
between the SAT 9 and the Alabama courses of
study," in reading, language arts, mathematics, and
science due to the influence of national professional
standards in those subject areas.

For every other measure of student performance,
however, Alabama uses criterion-referenced tests
that utilize absolute standards. These tests include:
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Alabama Early Learning Inventory;

Alabama Diagnostic Reading Assessment (grades
one and two);

Alabama Direct Assessment of Writing (grades
five and seven);

High School Basic Skills Exit Exam;

Pre-Graduation Exam; and

Alabama High School Graduation Exam (for high
school graduation beginning in 2001).

Thus, for example, in contrast to how perfor-
mance levels (i.e., Clear, Caution, andAlert) are
assigned to schools, the Alabama Direct Assessment
of Writing applies the following four achievement lev-
els to students:

LEVEL I : Indicates that a student has demon-
strated a minimal grasp of the
knowledge and skills that are fun-
damental for work at course or
grade level.

LEVEL II: Indicates partial mastery.

LEVEL HI: Indicates solid academic perfor-
mance.

LEVEL IV: Indicates superior performance
beyond grade-level mastery.

Using these achievement levels rather than the
stanine levels assigned to schools, the Alabama
Department of Education reported on October 5,
1998, that 76% of fifth graders and 79% of seventh
graders demonstrated partial (Level II) or stronger
(Levels III and IV) mastery of the knowledge and
skills that are fundamental for writing at the respec-
tive grade levels."
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1. Disaggregating Test Results

Title I requires that the results of a state's assess-
ment be disaggregated by race, gender, economic sta-
tus, LEP status, migrant status, and disability status.
This information is critical for ensuring that every
student counts when schools are held accountable for
the progress of all children.

The charts attached to the state performance
report for 1996-97 (see Figure 8) display SAT 9 scores
for Alabama fourth graders in reading and mathemat-
ics and for eighth grade mathematics by academic
level (i.e.,Alert, Caution, and Clear). Alabama has
reported disaggregated results of the SAT 9 for the
1996-97 school year to the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, but it has not released those results publicly
within the state. Similarly, the State Superinten-
dent's Report Card for 1997-98 for every school and
district reports total SAT 9 scores only by grade, with
no breakout by subject, such as reading and mathe-
matics, or by student subpopulation, such as race,
gender, economic status, disability, or LEP status.

Such information would enable local school offi-
cials, teachers, parents, and the community to identi-
fy and address the areas of instructional need for
specific groups of students. Results could be posted
for three years, as the Report Cards now provide for
total battery scores, so that progress and accomplish-
ment can be monitored. Furthermore, results for
each academic area should be reported separately.
This would be an especially important change to
highlight the state's emphasis on improving the read-
ing achievement of Alabama students.

It should be noted that, for the first time since
Alabama began administering the SAT 9 four years
ago, the 1998 SAT 9 results released by the Alabama
Department of Education included, in school and
district summaries, the scores of those students with
disabilities who took the test. The SAT 9 results that
were released included the scores of 41,254 special
education students, 24,836 of whom possessed dis-
abilities ranging from autism to brain injury, while
the remaining 16,418 students were gifted and/or
speech impaired. However, those scores were not
reported separately, and the scores of disabled stu-
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Figure 8. Excerpt from Alabama Performance Report,
1996-1997
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SAMPLE pEP 0 RT1NG FORMAT for School Year
96:-97

READING/LANGUAGE Student Proficiency in [Subject] in [Grade Span] FOURTH GRADE

-. Percent or Total Number, by "N" Levels**.

Level #1 Level #2 Level #3 Level #4.....4

Students, by type of school .

-Targeted Assistance schools (TAS) 20.6 19.5 59.9
--Schoolwide Programs (SWP) 33.1 23.1 43.8

-All Title I schools 26.6 23.3 50.1
-All schools 23.1 19.3 57.6

Students, by school poverty level

- 0-34% 15.7 14.5 69.8
-35-49% 20.9 19.8 59.3.

50-74% 24.2 21.4 54.4 .

-75-100% 38.1 24.5 37.4

Low-income students 27.7 21.9 50.4

Limited English proficient students 50.7 13.4 35.9

Migrant students 25.0 36.3 41.4

Students with disabilities 52.2 31.4 16.4

Students, byrace/ethnicity

(modify as relevant)

- White (not of Hispanic origin) . 15.9 16.3 . 67.8
- Black (not of Hispanic origin) 36.8 25.1 38.1
- Hispanic 21.5 23.0 55.5
-Asian/Pacific Islander 10.7 10.1 79.2

- American Indian/Alaskan Native 18.2 15.6 66.2
.Students, by gender .

- Male . .
27.5 20.3 52.2 .

- Female 18.6 18.3 63.1

Note. This format is provided for illustrative purposes only. States with their own reporting format are
encouraged to use them. We will not be aggregating results across the States since they reflect different
standards and assessments.

- Please define and describe the performance levels used in your state and explain the relationship
of the levels to partially proficient, proficient, and advanced.
LEVEL #1: "PARTIALLY PROFICIENT" (ALERT) ; LEVEL #2: "PROFICIENT" (CAUTION):
LEVEL #3: "ADVANCED" (CLEAR)

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
25
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SAMPLE REPORTING FORMAT for School Year QA-47

MATHEMATICS Student Proficiency in [Subject] in [Grade Span] FOURTH GRADE

Percent or Total Number, by "N" Levels**

Level #1 Level #2 Level #3 Level #4.. ..-.

Students, by type of school _

-Targeted Assistance schools (TAS) 15.4 15.2 69.4

-Schoolwide Programs (SWP) 25.9 19.7 54.4

-All Title I schools 21.8 17.9 60.3
-All schools 18.7 15.5 65.8

Students, by school poverty level

- 0-34% 13.4 12.5 74.1

- 35-49% 18.3 16.1 65.6

-; 50-74% 19.0 16.9 64.1 .

- 75-100% 30.4 20.6 49.0

Low-income students 22.6 17.9 59.5

Limited English proficient students 45.2 17.2 37.6

Migrant students 17.8 19.7 62.5

Students with disabilities 55.2 19.1 25.7

Students, by race/ethnicity

(modify as relevant)

- White (not of Hispanic origin) . 12.9 12.4 .74.7

- Black (not of Hispanic origin) 29.7 21.6 48.7

- Hispanic 20.8 13.0 .66.2
-Asian/Pacific Islander 6.1 -6.1 87.8
- American Indian/Alaskan Native 14.3 11.3 74.4

Students, by gender

- Male 20.5 15.3 64.2 .

-Female 16.8 15.7 67.5

Note. This format is provided for illustrative purposes only.. States with their own reporting format are
encouraged to use them. We will not be aggregating results across the States since they reflect different
standards and assessrrients.

Please define and describe the performance levels used in your state and explain the relationship
of the levels to partially proficient, proficient, and advanced. (Described on previous page)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SAMPLE REPORTING FORMAT for School Year

MATHEMATICS Student Proficiency in [Subject] in [Grade Span] EIGHTH GRADE

Percent or Total Number, by "N" Levels"

Level #1 Level #2 Level #3 Level #4.. ..-.

Students, by type of school

-Targeted Assistance schools (TAS) 24.5 19.6 55.9

-Schoolwide Programs (SWP) 37.6 23.4 39.0

-AN Title I schools 33.6 20.3 46.1

-All schools 24.1 19.3 56.6

Students, by school poverty level

- 0-34% 17.3 16.1 66.6

- 35-49% 25.1 20.7 54.2

-: 50-74% 28.4 22.0 49.6 .

- 75-100% 44.1 26.4 29.5

Low4ncome students 32.5 23.1 44.4

Limited English proficient students 44.9 18.4 36.7
Migrant students 22.1 35.3 42.6
Students with disabilities 62.8 19.6 17.6

Students, by race/ethnicity

(modify as relevant)

-White (not of Hispanic origin) . 15.6 16.1 .68.3

- Black (not of Hispanic origin) 40.0 25.9 34.1

- Hispanic 28.7 16.9 54.4
-Asian/Pacific Islander 6.5 10.9 82.6

-American Indian/Alaskan Native 21.3 19.5 59.2

Students, by gender -
- Male

-

34.9 '17.4 47.7

- Female 21.9 19.6 58.5

Note. This format is provided for illustrative purposes only. States with their own reporting format are
encouraged to use them. We will not be aggreaating results across the States since they reflect different
standards and assessments.

" Please define and describe the performance levels used in your state and explain the relationship
of the levels to partially proficient, proficient, and advanced. (Described on previous page)
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dents were not included for purposes of classifying
schools and districts by performance levels. Fur-
thermore, no scores for LEP students were men-
tioned, although some LEP students did take the
exam. For example, at the Adams Elementary
School in Gadsden, eight LEP students were enrolled
in the 1997-98 school year, four of whom took the
SAT; yet the scores of these students were neither
reported nor included in determinations of school or
district status.

2. Testing Disabled Students

Disabled students served by Title I must be
included in the state assessment with any necessary
accommodations. Alabama policy on including dis-
abled children in assessments, however, does not
comply with federal law. According to the Alabama
State Performance Report for the 1996-97 school
year, 25,184 disabled students who had Individual
Educational Plans participated in Title I. Yet large
numbers of these are exempted from assessment.

Significantly, the Alabama Student Assessment
Program Policies and Procedures for Students of
Special Populations, Bulletin 1998, No. 11 ("Bulletin
No. 11") fails to mention the requirements of Title I
or the 1997 amendments to the Individuals With Dis-
abilities Education Act, both of which call for the
assessment of all special education students.
According to the Bulletin, "those students who can
adhere to standardized procedures for administra-
tion will participate in norm-referenced testing." The
Bulletin states that testing accommodations "may"
be provided so that a student's disability is consid-
ered, but that these accommodations may not change
the standardized test procedures under which the
SAT 9 is administered. Alabama policy limits accom-
modations to the scheduling or the setting under
which the SAT 9 is administered; how the test is pre-
sented to a student or how he or she is allowed to
answer questions cannot be adjusted. Thus, a visual-
ly impaired student would be exempt from taking the
SAT 9 because the state makes available no version of
the SAT 9 in Braille or large type.
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3. Assessing Limited English Proficient Students

Students with limited proficiency in English,
like disabled students, must be included in state
assessments used for Title I purposes. Specifically,
the law requires that LEP students "be assessed, to
the extent practicable, in the language and form
most likely to yield accurate and reliable informa-
tion" about what they know and can do, to determine
their "mastery of skills in subjects other than Eng-
lish."15 This includes the provision of accommoda-
tions, as well as, under some circumstances,
assessments in students' native languages.

Bulletin No. 11 defines an LEP student as one
whose native language is not English and whose diffi-
culty in speaking, reading, or writing is an obstacle to
learning in the classroom in which English is the only
language of instruction. These students are exempt
from taking the SAT 9 for two years (with the possi-
bility of a third-year extension) even if the student is
currently receiving language acquisition services
under Title I. Accommodations for LEP students are
limited to changes in scheduling or setting.

Nor does Alabama provide for assessment in
Spanish or other languages spoken by LEP students in
the state. Unlike some school systems that use the
SAT 9, Alabama does not administer a Spanish exam
comparable to the SAT 9, such as Aprenda. Alabama's
accountability law, the Accountability Act of 1995,
neither prohibits nor requires testing in languages
other than English. It simply states that "Pit is nec-
essary that the State Board of Education adopt cur-
riculum policies to ensure that Alabama students
have a command of the spoken and written English
language," and that "[t]he legislature ... finds that
the English language is a common bond that holds our
society together."

Alabama's Consolidated State Plan duplicates,
virtually verbatim, Bulletin No. 11. Alabama's Plan
was approved by the U.S. Department of Education
(with the exception of conditions not relevant here),
despite the permission it gives districts to escape
from accountability for the progress of disabled and
LEP students. In addition, the Plan says nothing
about developing, or obtaining from another state,
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assessments in core academic subjects in languages
other than English so that there is an accurate means
of judging the progress of these students.

D. Accountability

The key to a meaningful accountability system is
to define the "substantial and continuous" progress
virtually all students are expected to make in achiev-
ing proficiency within an expected time frame.
Under Title I, states must develop and implement, by
the 2000-01 school year, comprehensive systems of
accountability for all Title I schools. These account-
ability systems must be based on state standards, and
assessments aligned with those standards.

The key to an effective accountability system is a
determination, and public statement of, the gains
expected of students, schools, and school districts.
Each state must devise its own definition, within the
parameters set by federal law, of what constitutes
"adequate yearly progress" (AYP) for schools and
school districts receiving Title I funds. AYP is to be
defined in a manner that:

results "in continuous and substantial yearly
improvement of each [Title I district] and school
sufficient to achieve the goal of all children served
under .. . [Title I], meeting the State's proficient
and advanced levels of performance, particularly
economically disadvantaged and limited English
proficient children"; and

"links progress primarily to performance on ...
[state] assessments . .. while permitting progress
to be established in part through the use of other
measures" (such as dropout, retention, and atten-
dance rates)."

To be "sufficient to achieve" the goal of advanc-
ing all, or virtually all, participating students to the
proficient and advanced levels of performance, with-
in some reasonable time period means that the defin-
ition of AYP will need to require different rates of
progress for different students. To be "substantial,"
the amount of expected progress should be much
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more than minimal. To be "continuous," schools
should make progress toward increasing the propor-
tion of students who are achieving at higher levels
and decreasing the proportion of students who are
achieving at lower levels. In addition, the law con-
templates that the requirements of AYP will be satis-
fied only if a district or school makes such progress
for disadvantaged and LEP students separately as
well as for the student body as a whole.

1. Alabama's Accountability Law

Like Title I, Alabama's Accountability Act of
1995.holds schools and districts accountable for
improving student achievement. The 1995 law rep-
resents the first effort in Alabama's history to hold
its schools accountable for academic performance.
Along with state mandates that hold schools and
districts responsible for financial management, the
law represents a significant step forward in educa-
tion reform.

The law has captured the attention of local edu-
cators and drives much of the instructional program.
Whereas once the sign in front of a school may have
touted its students' athletic accomplishments, today
the sign outside a Wilcox County school exhorts stu-
dents to do well on the SAT 9. (Wilcox County moved
from Caution in 1997 to Clear in 1998.) But the
focus of many schools is not on securing improve-
ment for all students, but only on what is necessary
to move the school from the categories Alert or Cau-
tion to Clear. In practice, this may mean that the
school gives its attention largely to those students
who are closest to the bar (the 39th percentile).
Once a majority of students reaches the 40th per-
centile, the school is "in the clear" and may no longer
worry about the very large proportion of students who
are still in Alert or Caution.

While accountability for school and district
improvement has a profound motivating affect on
adults, some principals and central office officials
have reported that high school students do not take
the SAT 9 seriously because, unlike the test required
for high school graduation, it has no consequences
for them. One school official, Dallas County Superin-
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tendent George Evans, has tried to address this prob-
lem by telling students that their SAT 9 score will
positively affect their classroom grade. Superinten-
dent Evans prepares bar graphs for each school that
display its SAT 9 scores in comparison to the district
and the state. He uses this data to discuss with
teachers and students the relative performance of
their school compared to the district and the state.
Dallas County was classified as Alert in 1997 but
moved to Clear in 1998 when the majority of all stu-
dents in all grades tested scored at or above the 40th
percentile.

It is important to note that three categories of
students are outside the accountability system alto-
gether those who are disabled, those who are learn-
ing English, and those who are in the first and second
grade. The test scores of special education students
and LEP students are not used to classify schools or
school systems; thus, schools and school systems are
not held responsible for their progress. Schools with

a K-2 grade structure, such as Southside Primary in
Dallas County, are outside the accountability system
because SAT 9 testing begins in grade three.

2. Alabama's Rate of Progress

The State Plan approved by the U.S. Department
of Education did not contain any explanation of the
rate of progress that Alabama required of schools. At
the Citizens' Commission's request, state officials
supplied two pages, labeled "Sufficient Yearly
Progress." Only schools in the Alert and Caution cat-
egories are required to improve the average achieve-
ment of students, chiefly by reducing the proportion
of scores below the fourth stanine. Schools in the
Clear category are not required to make any further
progress, although they do have to ensure that their
scores do not push them back into Caution.

The following rates of progress (see Figure 9)
apply to schools as well as school districts:

Figure 9. Sufficient Yearly Improvement For 1998

CAUTION Decrease the percentage of students scoring in stanines 1-4 in 1997 by at least 2%.

ALERT I Decrease the percentage of students scoring in stanines 1-3 in 1997 by at least 5%

ALERT DUE TO FAILURE
TO MEET CAUTION
IMPROVEMENT

Schools that made improvement in 1997 but by less than the required decrease of
2% in stanines 1-4 must decrease the percent of students scoring in stanines 1-4 in
1996 by at least 4%

ALERT II Schools either not improving or not increasing in 1997 the percent of students
scoring in stanines 1-4 must decrease the percent of students scoring in stanines
1-4 in 1997 by at least 4%.

Source: Alabama Department of Education, Sufficient Yearly Improvement for 1998.

3. Trends in School Improvement

Figure 10 shows the accountability status of
Alabama schools and school systems for three school
years.

As discussed above, Title I requires schools and
districts to make "substantial and continuous
progress" toward the goal of all students meeting the

state's performance standards. As we have noted,
however, Alabama's notion of Sufficient Yearly
Improvement uses an absolute gauge to measure
school performance, rather than assessing the con-
tinuing improvement of all students within perfor-
mance standard levels.

If the concept of substantial and continuous
progress is applied to Alabama's system of perfor-
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Figure 10. Academic Status

Alert Caution Clear

Schools Systems Schools Systems Schools Systems

1996 24 0* 280 23* 945 74*
(2%) (22%) (18%) (76%) (58%)

1997 97 3 135 9 1,032 115
(8%) (2%) (11%) (7%) (82%) (91%)

1998 111** 7 110 6 1,047 114
(9%) (6%) (9%) (5%) (83%) (90%)

* Only systems meeting the 1996 definition of Alert, Caution, or Clear received a 1996 status.
'4 Number of Alert Schools in 1998: 34 in Alert 11,77 inAlertl.

Source: Attachment to State of Alabama Department of Education News Release, Stanford Achievement Thst Scores Released
(June 25, 1998).

mance levels, one would expect to see over time fewer
schools and systems in the lowest category (Alert) and
more in Caution and Clear. The trend, however, is
that more schools and systems are falling behind, and
there has been only slight movement upward into the
Clear category. Looking at increases over the three
years, there has been a 27% increase inAlert schools
and a 10.85% increase in Clear schools. The middle
category, Caution, shows a decline in both numbers
and percentages of schools. But these schools are not
moving upward toward Clear in large numbers. Of the
130 schools that were in Caution in 1997, 22 moved up
to Clear, and 72 regressed to Alert in 1998. Thirty-six
(36) schools remained in Caution status.

What might explain these trends? For one thing,
the test that students took in 1998the full-length
SAT 9was more difficult and contained more ques-
tions than the test that was administered in the two
previous years. Second, some schools in the Clear
category had rested on their laurels and failed to
maintain half their students at or above the 40th
percentile. Third, science and social studies items
were included on the SAT 9 for the first time in

grades nine to twelve; almost 40% of schools in Alert
in 1998 were secondary schools.

The fourth explanation for this seeming regres-
sion may be explained by the way Alabama's account-
ability system operates. A school's scores can
actually fall in the Caution range (a majority in sta-
nines 1-4, or at or below the 40th percentile) but be
classified as Alert because it did not decrease the
percentage of student scores in that range by two
percentage points. As just one example, Tipton Mid-
dle School in Dallas County moved from Caution in
1997 to Alert in 1998 because its percentage of stu-
dents in the Caution range declined by 1.9%, just shy
of the 2% requirement. A difference of one student at
a single threshold can make a decisive difference.
Tipton got no "credit" for increasing by 5% (8 stu-
dents) the proportion of students in Clear.

Similarly, a school inAlert can have a majority of
its scores in the Alert range (stanines 1-3, or at or
below the 23rd percentile) but move from Alert Ito
Alert II (one step from state takeover) because it did
not achieve a decrease of 5% of scores in that range.
Of the 111 schools in Alert in 1998, 77 maintained that
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status, but 34 failed to attain the 5 percentage point
decrease, thereby falling into the Alert II category.

A fifth possible explanation is that there is no
early warning policy that identifies and assists
schools with declining scores in order to prevent
them from falling into Caution or Alert status.

4. Assistance for Schools in Need of Improvement

Alabama law requires the state education agency
to provide help and assistance to schools that have
been classified in the Alert and Caution categories.
Schools placed inAlert must engage in a self-study
to examine the reasons for low student achievement
and develop a school plan for improvement. The
Alabama Department of Education provides assis-
tance in developing the plan, which is submitted to
the state agency. The state education agency also
offers staff development to the Alert school.

Schools placed inAlert II are assigned a team of
practicing professionals that works more intensively
with the faculty, staff, and community to improve stu-
dent performance. Additionally, the Alabama
Department of Education uses funds from the federal
Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration Grants
in Alert II schools. (The state had not awarded these
demonstration grants at the time the Citizens' Com-
mission was conducting its research and, therefore, it
was not possible to ascertain how Alert II schools
were using these resources.) For schools in the Cau-
tion category, the state offers professional develop-
ment, but otherwise does not play a direct role in a
school's improvement efforts.

Title I requires districts to identify schools in
need of improvement and states to identify districts
in need of improvement. Alabama considers its
schools in need of improvement for Title I purposes
to be the same schools identified as Alert or Caution
under state standards. Both Title I and Alabama law
require a school designated in need of improvement
to prepare a school improvement plan, in consulta-
tion with parents, the school district, and state offi-
cials. The intent of Title I is that there should not be
a separate plan for "federal purposes;" rather, one
plan should meld federal and state resources and

requirements. A school in need of improvement must
provide professional development for its faculty in an
amount over 2 years that is equivalent to at least 10%
of its Title I funds received in one fiscal year. Funds
from any source, including Alabama's 11 regional in-
service centers, may be used to comply with this
requirement. Title I further specifies that the school
district is responsible for providing technical assis-
tance to schools in need of improvement. The desig-
nation of school improvement status is lifted under
Title I if a school has made adequate yearly progress
toward meeting the advanced and proficient student
performance standards for two of the three years fol-
lowing that designation.

II. Impact on Schools

The Citizens' Commission visited six schools that
were either inAlert I or Caution status in the school
years 1996-97 or 1997-98. None were schools desig-
nated Alert II in 1998. We wanted to understand two
things: what did these schools do to improve their
academic status and what assistance did the State
Department of Education provide?

The Citizens' Commission's research and school
visits revealed the following:

Floyd Elementary School, a K-5 school in Gads-
den, has the distinction of receiving, in 1996, the
first Title I Distinguished School award in the
state of Alabama. It was designated Clear in 1996
(average SAT 9 score: 41st percentile) and 1997
(average SAT 9 score: 45th percentile). In 1998,
Floyd slipped back into the Caution category
because the school's average SAT 9 score was at
the 40th percentile. In 1999, it moved to Clear.
Ninety-six percent of Floyd's 386 students in the
1998-99 school year were from low-income fami-
lies, the highest concentration of poor children in
Gadsden. The Title I application for Gadsden
shows that all schools receive $240 for each low-
income student enrolled; Floyd received a total of
$90,396. The school has other federal and state
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resources for professional development, technolo-
gy, and curriculum and instructional materials.
Floyd's specific strategy to regain its status as
Clear was to identify students by stanine and skill
for extra drill. A Title I aide was moved to the
fourth grade that had the lowest scores. Students
received attention from individual mentors.

Striplin Elementary School is the second highest
poverty school in Gadsden after Floyd, according
to the fiscal year 1999 Title I application. It
enrolls 396 students in grades K-5 of whom 93%
are low income and 86% are minority. The
school's average SAT 9 score in 1996 and 1997 was
at the 36th percentile, placing it in the Caution
category in both school years. In 1998, its average
score increased by three percentile points to the
39th percentile, thus achieving Clear status. It
also scored in Clear in 1999. Striplin's Title I allo-
cation for the 1998-99 school year was $89,181. As
with Floyd Elementary School, the district central
office provides Striplin other resources from state
and federal funds. The principal, Wynell Williams,
attributes a change in the use of Title I funds to
the state accountability system. Before schools
were held accountable for results, almost all Title
I funds were invested in staff positions. To
improve achievement in reading, the Accelerated
Reading Program (a software program published
by Advantage Learning Systems, Inc.) was pur-
chased and Title I money paid for substitutes so
that all teachers in grades three to five could be
trained on this software. Students in grades K-3
are schooled in test-taking techniques to prepare
them for the SAT 9.

Tipton Middle School in Dallas County actually
improved its average SAT 9 score by one percentile
from 1997 (34th percentile) to 1998 (35th per-
centile), but shifted from Caution to Alert
because it did not make the required 2% gain in
Caution improvement. At the same time, the
number of students tested increased by 5% (or 20
students). As a school in Alert status, school and
district officials prepared a School Improvement
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Plan that was submitted to the Alabama Depart-
ment of Education. The plan specifies strategies
for each grade in each subject. For example, test-
taking skills classes are incorporated into the reg-
ular daily schedule for students who tested in
stanines 1-4. Vocabulary lists are developed. Stu-
dents practice reading and interpreting charts and
tables. Learning kits provide additional practice
in SAT 9 skills. Professional development consists
of workshops on "improving SAT 9." A member of
the Alabama Department of Education's Alert
Team visited Tipton and responded to any requests
the school might have for additional assistance.

Shiloh Elementary School is a tiny school in Dal-
las County of 138 students in grades K-5. Its stu-
dents are 100% poor and African American. Shiloh
moved from Alert in 1997 to Clear in 1998 as a
result of increasing its average SAT 9 scores from
the 36th to the 43rd percentile. The number of
students tested declined by only 4 students, from
62 in 1997 to 58 in 1998. How did it accomplish
this improvement? A new principal with previous
experience as a principal in two other schools was
put in charge. She and the staff prepared the
School Improvement Plan that identified the areas
of students' greatest needs, primarily reading com-
prehension and math computation. Teachers had
training to help them identify students' individual
needs. A new reading program was implemented
(called Drop Everything And Read, or DEAR), and
students were provided with SAT 9 practice mate-
rials. The principal and staff involved parents by
explaining the three levels used to judge schools,
the goals to which the school aspired, and the
motivational activities they could pursue with
their children. Title I paid for, among other
things, games and other activities parents could
use at home.

Sonthside High School, a 100% African American
and 85% low-income school in Dallas County,
received additional assistance from district and
state officials, which the principal credits with
enabling the school to move out of Alert in 1997 to
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Caution in 1998. State Department of Education
consultants provided professional development for
all teachers on instructional strategies related to
specific SAT 9 objectives and helped them to
teach reading in all classes. The state also main-
tains a Hot Line forAlert schools. According to
the school's School Improvement Plan for 1998, all
teachers will complete multicolored SAT 9 profile
sheets for each student in every class. These
sheets are placed in each teacher's grade books so
that lesson plans will reflect the necessary reme-
diation. According to the Dallas County 1998 Aca-
demic Report, Southside met the required 5%
reduction of students in the bottom three stanines
in order to move to Caution, a reduction of 52 stu-
dents in that range. The school's improvement
could also be due to the fact that 38 fewer stu-
dents were tested in 1998 than in 1997.

J.F. Shields High School in the Northern part of
Monroe County enrolls 318 students in grades 7-12.
It is 100% African American and 87% poor. The
school was classified asAlert in 1998 because it
failed to make the required gain in the Caution cat-
egory. In 1999, Shields moved back to Caution.
The principal expressed frustration at the inade-
quate help the school was receiving from the dis-
trict and state. According to the principal, teachers
did not know how to teach reading in their curricu-
lum subject areas, yet Shields had no money in its
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Students in the chemistry laboratory at J.E Shields High Schoola lab
where neither the water faucets nor the Bunsen burners work

Title I budget for professional development. Ikvo
consultants from the state came to Shields to dis-
cuss its School Improvement Plan. The school was
referred to the South Alabama Research and Inser-
vice Center at the University of South Alabama in
Mobile for SAT 9 preparation workshops for teach-
ers. Inclusion of science items in the SAT 9 for the
first time in 1998 may have contributed to students'
poor performance. A high school science specialist
from the Alabama Department of Education
described in a May 16, 1997,1etter to the principal
the deficiencies in the school's science labs. The
very simple exercises in the chemistry lab:

are not adequate to either address the Science
Process and Applications Standards in the
course of study or the Science Process Skills
on the Stanford 9 Achievement Test. Student
work centered around inquiry in the labora-
tory is essential if middle and high school
students are to gain the skills and knowledge
needed to be successful on the Stanford 9 and
the future Graduation exam. . . ."

None of the recommendations made by the Alaba-
ma Department of Education specialist for
improving Shields's science labs had been made
at the time of the Citizens' Commission's visit in
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November 1998. The Alabama Science in Motion
Program provides lab equipment for students and
professional development for the faculty at no
charge to the school or district. But the principal
and assistant principal felt that because Monroe
County High School, a racially integrated school
that has 35% of its students on free and reduced-
price lunch, has a science lab, Shields should have
its own science facilities and not have to use the
traveling science program.

The school's administrators also believed that
providing students tangible rewards for improving
their SAT 9 scores would motivate them to take
the test seriously. They therefore proposed to the
superintendent that $9,500 of state at-risk money
be used to send the students to the Six Flags
theme park in Atlanta, Georgia, after the 1999
SAT 9 results had been reviewed. The superinten-
dent responded that the school's $22,750 at-risk
money had been totally committed. The state
money, in combination with Title I funds, had
been used to fund additional teacher units!'
Forty-three (43) classes, the superintendent
wrote, have 15 or fewer students, far below the
class size cap of 29 that the state mandates for
high school grades.

Ill. Conclusion

Based on interviews and state-required school
improvement plans, the Citizens' Commission found
that school and district officials pursued quick-fix
strategies that would make marginal gains in their
average SAT 9 scores, rather than undertaking long-
term improvements in restructuring the instructional
program and investing in sustained professional devel-
opment. These responses were perfectly rational given
the state's timeline for improvements on the SAT 9 in
one school year, rather than two. Because schools had
only one year to show improvement, they could not
afford to undertake the systemic and comprehensive
changes in instruction, curriculum, or teacher training
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that might lead to much higher student achievement.
The Citizens' Commission's research also

revealed the following:

Alabama expects only half of a school's students to
meet its low proficiency standard of the 40th per-
centile. Schools are not required to make
progress for specific groups of children, whether
they be special education, minority, or LEP stu-
dents and students from poor familiesthose
most at risk of failing to achieve the academic suc-
cess necessary to pass the more rigorous high
school graduation exam in the future.

The system penalizes schools with high concentra-
tions of poor and low-achieving students. High-
poverty schools tend to experience greater pupil
mobility than lower poverty schools. Yet, the
scores of students who have attended less than a
full school year are improperly counted in deter-
mining accountability status.

At the same time, the system excuses higher per-
forming schools, with many fewer poor and disad-
vantaged students, from making progress beyond
the 40th percentile.

Schools are forced to focus on the achievement of
students in the middle of the pack in order to
clear the bar (i.e., the 23rd or 40th percentiles).
Students on either end of the spectrumthe very
lowest and the highestdo not get the same
attention from the accountability system.

An increase or decrease in the number and type of
students who take the SAT 9 from one year to the
next can potentially affect a school's accountabili-
ty status, something over which the school may or
may not have any control.

Finally, schools and school systems are "graded" on
a national curve, the Bell Curve, not by a process
of substantial and continuous progress toward
achievement of standards by virtually all students.
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Chapter IV

Comprehensive Schoolwide Reform

Until 1988, the law, then known as Chapter 1,
required accountability only for fiscal management,
not for student achievement. In a significant break
with the past, the 1988 amendments to Chapter 1
introduced the concept of accountability for student
outcomes for the first time in the history of the
program by requiring improvement in student
achievement.

But, under Chapter 1, many high-poverty schools
lacked the capacity to provide an adequate education.
Congress came to recognize that where virtually all
students in a school are poor it made little sense to
target federal funds to individual remediation rather
than school improvement. Thirty minutes a day of
extra tutoring by resource teachers and teachers'
aides would not make up for the low-level instruction
in the regular classroom for the rest of the school day.
Teachers had few opportunities to improve their
skills. If all students in high-poverty schools were to
reach much higher standards, a sounder educational
approach would be to focus on upgrading the entire
educational program. The regular curriculum could
be upgraded and teachers provided opportunities to
improve their instructional practices.

"Schoolwide projects" had been authorized in
the 1988 amendments to Chapter 1 in schools with a
schoolwide poverty rate of 75% or more. Schoolwide
projects provided administrative flexibility to serve
more students, make better use of equipment and
materials, and reduce pupil-teacher ratios. However,
few of the Chapter 1 schoolwide projects had under-
taken basic instructional reform to improve student
achievement, according to the National Assessment
of Chapter 1."

Under the 1994 amendments, which expanded
eligibility to operate "schoolwide" to all schools with

50% or more students from low-income families, the
number of Title I schools in Alabama operating
schoolwide projects expanded enormously. In the
1996-97 school year 79% of all schools with school-
wide poverty rates at or above 50% were schoolwides.
In the 1991-92 school year, by contrast, only 33% of
schools eligible to operate schoolwide did so.

The redesign of the law in 1994 also included
changes in requirements for schoolwide Title I schools.
Title I funds could be combined with other federal
funds, as well as state and local funds, to upgrade the
entire educational program. The flexibility of the
schoolwide model permits redesigning the total school
program, reassigning personnel to new jobs consistent
with the comprehensive plan, and using Title I togeth-
er with all other funds to support the total program.
Students could get extra help when they needed it
without having to be identified as "program eligible."
Schools would be held accountable for meeting the
same adequate yearly progress requirements estab-
lished for all schools. Finally, Title I funds could not be
reduced as student achievement improved.

The essential elements of comprehensive,
schoolwide reform are spelled out in the Title I law.
Schoolwide projects must:

have a comprehensive needs assessment that is
based on information about the performance of
students in relation to the state standards;

use an accelerated curriculum geared to improv-
ing student achievement and extend the amount
and quality of learning time;

address the needs of all children, while ensuring
that students who experience difficulty meeting
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state standards are provided effective, timely
assistance;

provide teachers and school staff with training in
instructional techniques that are geared to the
accelerated curriculum and higher standards;

provide the principal and staff with decision-
making responsibility for how Title I and all other
resources are best used to meet the needs of their
students, in consultation with the central office;

employ strategies to increase parent involvement,
including family literacy services; and

employ highly qualified personnel.

These elements are to be included in a written
plan that is developed by teachers, parents, and, in
the case of high schools, students. If the state or dis-
trict already requires a written school improvement
plan, that plan should incorporate Title I require-
ments, so that there is one comprehensive plan that
will be used to make substantial improvements in
student achievement. It must describe how individ-
ual assessment results will be provided to parents.

The plan must also provide for the collection of
achievement data disaggregated by gender, major
racial and ethnic groups, limited English proficient
status, migrant status, disability status, and low-
income status. This disaggregation requirement is
not to be confused with the requirement that the
State Department of Education provide disaggregat-
ed results on the final assessment. Its purpose is to
enable school officials and parents to understand
whether the schoolwide program is addressing identi-
fied areas of need and recognizing which students
are and are not achieving standards for their grade
level. Notably, no district coordinator or principal
interviewed by the Citizens' Commission was aware
of this disaggregation requirement.

The Citizens' Commission asked the Title I office
at the Alabama Department of Education and the A+
Educational Foundation to identify the highest pover-
ty, highest achieving schools in the state that were

implementing the 1994 reforms with some success.
This chapter discusses two of the schoolwide pro-
grams that best exemplify Title I's meaning of com-
prehensive schoolwide reform.

I. Tuggle Elementary
School

Tuggle 's staff has figured out how to convert
wasted time to reading time. Each student has a
zip-lock bag in which to carry his or her books.
Children walk through the hall hold* books.
"Vier eating lunch, they open their books and
read while waiting for their class to return to its
room. A teacher takes her whole class to the
restroom,, and while they are lined up against
the wall waiting for their classmates to use the
facilities, students take their books out of their
bags and read. Across the hall from the school
office is the Principal's Reading Nook where stu-
dents sit and read. Down the hall is a wall of
books, each in its own pocket inviting students to
borrow one. At the front door, dental equipment
that will be used for dental checkups for each
child for a $2 fee is being delivered.

Toggle's students read constantlyeven while standing in line.
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The Carrie A. Tuggle Elementary School in Birm-
ingham places an intense focus on literacy and read-
ing. As stated in its school improvement plan, the
school's goal is to establish an active, literature-rich
environment that encourages students to read, to
increase overall student achievement, and to develop
life-long readers. All 459 students are African Ameri-
can and almost all (90%) are eligible for free and
reduced-price meals. They come to school with little
prior knowledge, but the whole school is organized
around a comprehensive effort to increase their
knowledge and to stimulate a love of reading.

The Reading Nook at Tuggle Elementary School.

Expectations for improvement are high. The
school's goal is to lift SAT 9 scores to the 60th per-
centile from the 45th percentile in the spring of
1998. Improving reading skills is the key to reaching
that goal. Three strategies are pursued to achieve
it: (1) high-quality professional development;
(2) creative use of teachers' time and talents; and
(3) external resources.

'niggle pays a lot of attention to providing oppor-
tunities for teachers to enhance their instructional
skills. Tuggle was 1 of 16 schools selected to partici-
pate in the first year of the Alabama Reading Initia-
tive. During the summer of 1998, the teaching staff
and the principal, Martha Barber, spent 10 days living
in college dormitories while learning to be better

reading teachers. Since then, further training has
continued every month throughout the year on vocab-
ulary enrichment, writing, and comprehension. The
Alabama Department of Education and the University
of Alabama at Birmingham have provided consultants
to work with teachers. The district paid for the train-
ing of three teachers in Reading Recovery (a research-
based model which provides one-on-one instruction
for kindergarten and first grade students) and pro-
vides staff development in "Effective Schools" princi-
ples. Teachers are paid for their time in professional
development activities after school.

The school's schedule is planned to expand
learning opportunities for teachers. Every Friday
morning from 8:00 to 9:30 is set aside for grade-level
planning meetings, while students are doing silent
reading in the gym. Other time is provided for
teachers to write grant proposals for additional
support, review the Alabama Courses of Study and
SAT 9 checklists, or read professional literature.
The physical education teacher, music teacher,
counselor, librarian, and media specialist also
play their part in implementing reading activities
for students.

The staff and principal recruit resources from the
community, parents, and businesses to contribute to
the overall success of the program. Literacy First pre-
sented the school with a check for $5,000 to purchase
books. The school organizes Book Drives, a Fall Book
Fair, Celebrity Read-Ins, and volunteer tutors. Even
the Girl Scout Troop is devoted to reading.

Title I is woven into the total program. No room
or teacher is labeled as "Title I." The majority of Tug
gle's $148,370 Title I allocation is spent on three
Reading Recovery teachers. In the 1997-98 school
year, 22 out of 24 students were successfully "discon-
tinued" from the program. These teachers share
Reading Recovery strategies with other teachers and
spend half a day teaching in regular classes. Teacher
turnover is low. But when a general fund position
becomes vacant, a Title I-paid teacher is transferred
onto that payroll. This frees up Title I funds to pay
for computers or other needs.

Martha Barber became Tuggle's principal in the
1995-96 school year when it was classified in Caution.
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Tuggle Elementary first grade class.

She made no immediate changes at first. She began
with a strategic plan that had three themes: (1) par-
ticipatory decision-making; (2) more and different
professional development; and (3) analysis of instruc-
tion. To implement this plan, teachers identify issues
and decide how to address them. These issues can
range from the student discipline policy to plans for
rainy-day activities. In order to gauge how the
instruction for her students compares with that pro-
vided for middle-class students, Mrs. Barber visits
schools in the Birmingham suburbs.

As with every school visited in Alabama, Tuggle is
focused on preparing for the SAT 9, although it is not
totally consumed by it. Total scores have been slowly
improving, rising from the 32nd, the 36th, the 42nd,
the 45th, and the 46th percentiles over 5 years, plac-
ing the school in the Clear category for the past 3
years. Teachers do test skill preparation and bench-
mark testing. Students construct their own multiple-
choice questions and set up various competitions
with other classes. Two awards are given to students
in each class, one for the highest SAT 9 score and one
for the greatest score gain. The teacher whose class
posts the highest SAT 9 score wins a $25 award.

Tuggle Elementary School, which is named after
an early 20th Century African American Alabama edu-
cator, is receiving recognition for its accomplishments,
including being honored as 1 of 16 Literacy Demon-
stration sites for the Alabama Reading Initiative.
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Tuggle third graders reading after lunch.

II. Oscar Adams
Elementary School

A first grade class is going through the paces of
SRA/McGraw-Hill's Direct Instruction program,
a research-based program in reading, under the
guidance of Hector Baeza. When a student's
attention flags, Mn Baeza speaks to her in Span-
ish to make sure she is comprehending the Eng-
lish language instruction. At another time,
several classes are sitting in a large open area
listening intently to a teacher describe what he
has learned about a rain forest he has just visit-
ed. When the session is over one student pushes
another in a wheelchair to her next class.

Oscar Adams Elementary School in Gadsden
exemplifies a comprehensive schoolwide program
that marshals resources on behalf of a diverse stu-
dent body. Adams's enrollment of 428 students in
grades K-5 is 67% African American, 18% Hispanic,
14% white, 1% Asian, and 92% low-income. Adams is
a model school in Gadsden for full inclusion of the
14% of its students who are disabled. Special educa-
tion students include those who are multiple handi-
capped, autistic, learning disabled, educable
mentally retarded, and those who have behavior dis-
orders. It is also experiencing rapid growth of His-
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panic and migrant students, some of whom are limit-
ed English proficient.

Nancy Blackwood, Adams's principal, is an instruc-
tional leader, as well as an administrator. She is willing
to experiment in order to accommodate the diverse
needs of her students. Because of her flexibility, her
school is the one the central office chooses to pilot new
programs. To strengthen student performance in read-
ing, she researched various supplementary reading cur-
ricula and chose SRA/McGraw- Hill Direct Instruction.
All certified personnel at Adams are involved in deliv-
ering SRA/McGraw-Hifi Direct Instruction to all stu-
dents for one hour each morning. Each grade level is
broken into small groups of 10 to 15 students in which
phonics, decoding skills, and comprehension are
emphasized. Throughout the day, other supplemental
instructional programs focus on reading and auditory
comprehension and on language arts skills, including
parts of speech and sentence structure.

Limited English proficient (LEP) students par-
ticipate in regular classroom instruction along with
their classmates. A certified teacher helps them as
needed. During noninstructional periods, LEP stu-
dents work on their language skills with an aide in
the computer lab.

Of the school's $93,555 Title I budget, $24,000 goes
toward a wide array of supplementary instructional
materials. Adams has purchased books, workbooks,
software, maps, and videos to enrich instruction in
reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and
social studies. One central office person paid through
Title I funding prepares analyses of SAT 9 scores so
that teachers know the specific weaknesses and
strengths of each skill tested for each child.

Special programs have been created for students
with special needs. These programs are supported by
a combination of federal, state, and local funds. The
Title I migrant education program funds a summer
program for Adams's students whose parents work in
agricultural processing industries. To help classroom
teachers relate to students with limited English
skills, Ms. Blackwood and two teachers, Hector Baeza
and Diana Hilton, prepared the ESL Survival Hand-
book for Elementary 7bachers At Adams. It con-
tains some instructional "do's and don'ts," a few

common classroom expressions in Spanish, and
Spanish translations of field trip permission forms
and letters to parents.

The McKinney Homeless Education Program for
Children and Youth supports a coordinator who,
along with teachers and the principal, identifies
homeless children. The coordinator also helps par-
ents evaluate their situation, refers them to commu-
nity programs, and if they have preschool children,
tries to enroll them in Even Start, a federally spon-
sored preschool and adult education program.

Students who have been retained twice by the
end of the fifth grade are recommended for the Alter-
native Promotion Opportunities Program, or APOP,
an accelerated program designed to enable students
to catch up with their peers so that they may enter
the regular high school program in the ninth grade.
Funds for the APOP program come from Title I, Title
VI (federal school improvement funds), and the dis-
trict's own revenue. The student and parent commit
to a year-round program, plus two summer schools
extending from the sixth to ninth grade, and sign an
APOP contract that requires them to comply with the
program's guidelines. These guidelines require that
students demonstrate a willingness to learn by,
among other things, attending class regularly and
attaining an overall average of 60% or better while in
the program. Students must demonstrate responsi-
bility for their own learning. In addition to attending
regular junior high classes, students receive daily
assistance on homework and required class assign-
ments. The APOP teacher monitors their progress,
visits their home, and gets them involved in service
learning projects in the school or the community. At
the end of the ninth grade, the program staff and par-
ent decide whether the student will enter the regular
high school program or attend a vocational school.

District administrators work with school princi-
pals to piece together funding that pays for material
and personnel to address each school's needs. Title I
is not a stand-alone, separate program. Adams shares
a resource teacher with another school, whose salary
is paid by each school's Title I budget. Curriculum
materials to implement the SRA/McGraw-Hill Direct
Instruction program in Adams were purchased in part
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from Adams's own Title I funds and in part by central
office funds. Adams's science program was inaugurat-
ed with a federal grant from the Magnet School Assis-
tance Program. A state grant provided training for
teachers on full inclusion of disabled children.

Adams's teachers are engaged in a number of
professional development opportunities in school and
away from school. During the summer, a committee
meets and schedules workshops and programs that
teachers have requested in their responses to a pro-
fessional development questionnaire. These opportu-
nities include Monday faculty meetings and regularly
scheduled in-service days. Title I funds pay for sub-
stitutes so that teachers can meet during school
hours in grade-level or cross-grade-level groups. Title
I also pays stipends for teachers for professional
development programs after school and for travel
expenses to other schools.

In addition to what Adams does on its own,
teachers there participate in the professional devel-
opment provided for all schools that is supported by
federal funds other than Title I. Adams's teachers
receive training in newly purchased software, in
math problem solving, in geometry, and in earth and
space science topics.

Adams Elementary School, which is named after
Oscar W. Adams, the first African American on the
Alabama Supreme Court and a resident of Gadsden,
won the national Title I Distinguished School award
in the 1997-98 school year. Adams has been classified
as Clear for the past three years, with total SAT 9
scores at the 43rd percentile, the 50th percentile,
and the 45th percentile. In 1999, the school's SAT 9
composite score slipped to the 41st percentile, thus
changing its academic status to Caution.

III. Tuggle and Adams
Meeting the Needs
of Their Students

School-based decision-making in schoolwide pro-
grams is strongly encouraged by Title I. Decisions at

OSCAR W. ADAMS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1979

GADSDEN CITY WARD OF EDUCATION

Distinguished jurist Oscar W Adams, for wham Adams Elementary
School is named.

the school level help to discourage the district-
directed "one-size-fits-all" approach that was preva-
lent under Chapter 1. In many respects, Tuggle and
Adams exemplify the approach encouraged under the
new Title I.

How much authority schools have to make their
own decisions can be influenced by how much in
Title I resources they receive. A school that is allo-
cated $500 per poor student controls more resources
than one that gets $250 per poor student. A formula
in federal law determines how much money goes to
individual school systems. School districts reserve
some of the funds for districtwide use, such as train-
ing on state standards, parent involvement, services
to eligible private schools, preschool programs, and
district administration. Funds not reserved at the
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district level are allocated to schools in descending
order of their concentrations of students from low-
income families. Schools that are 75% or more low-
income must receive funds, regardless of their grade
structure.

There is no federal rule governing how much a
district may reserve for these centralized purposes.
Districts adopt different strategies for how much
money to allocate to schools and therefore how much
authority schools have over Title I expenditures. The
contrast between Birmingham and Gadsden illus-
trates this difference. Birmingham takes 15.5% of its
total allocation of $10,380,155 for central office pur-
poses, leaving 84.5% of Title I dollars for allocation to
schools. Gadsden reserves 48% of its $1,220,745 Title
I allocation for districtwide use, while 52% of Title I
dollars goes to schools. As a consequence of these
district-level decisions, two schoolsTuggle and
Adamsthat are roughly equivalent in numbers and
percentages of poor students receive different
amounts. Tuggle receives $370 per low-income stu-
dent, while Adams gets $243.

Both Tuggle and Adams determine how to use
their Title I funds, in consultation with district offi-
cials, to best meet the needs of their children. But
they differ with respect to the degree of decision-
making authority and the level of consultation
between the central office and school officials. Tug-
gle had the ability to decide on its own to transfer a
Title I teacher to a general fund position so that it
would have money for computers. But Adams did not
have $15,000 in its Title I budget to provide the cur-
riculum materials that were needed for the new
SRA/McGraw-Hill Direct Instruction program. Nancy
Blackwood acquired the $15,000 by combining the
$5,000 that came with the Title I Distinguished
School award with $5,000 from the district. The
remainder was "scraped together from here and
there," according to Ms. Blackwood.

As it turns out, Gadsden school officials, particu-
larly Charlotte Campbell, the director of instructional
services and Title I coordinator, strongly approve of
the SRA/McGraw-Hill Direct Instruction Program and
are encouraging other Title I schools in the district to
adopt it. But if district administrators had not been
so supportive, Adams's principal and faculty would
have lacked the resources to provide their students
with a needed supplementary reading curriculum.

Distinguished Title I School

Tuggle ElementaryA Distinguished Title I School.
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Chapter V

Funding Needs in the Poorest Districts

Exemplary Title I schools like 'niggle and Adams
are at odds with the reality in low-wealth districts.
These districts are among the poorest in the state.
They have very little local tax base, concentrations of
poor children in excess of 75%, and low per-pupil
expenditures relative to the averages of other South-
eastern states.

A combination of local resources, politics, dis-
trict tradition, and leadership style determines how
resources in these districts are used. In general, dis-
trict offices determine how Title I funds are spent
and how the program will be designed, although
these decisions may be the product of negotiations
between district officials and principals about how to
cover the school's needs. Schools have only marginal
authority to decide on how to spend their funds.
From year to year, principals may not be able to
count on the same mix of staff or program support.

In many districts, Title I continues to support the
same program that was in place before the 1994
reforms. Selma City, for example, retained 53% of its
$1,892,369 fiscal year 1998 Title I funds for district
use, most of which supported a preschool program for
180 students that was begun several years ago with
Chapter 1 funds. Districts also use Title I funds to
pay for leases on copier machines and on annual
maintenance agreements for Jostens System Learn-
ing labs that had originally been purchased with
Chapter 1 funds. With the exception of Selma City,
districts allocated most of their total Title I funding
to schools, retaining usually about 15% for central
office use.

This chapter discusses the Citizens' Commis-
sion's findings in five rural, low-wealth districts in the
Black Belt: Dallas County, Linden City in Marengo
County, Monroe County, Selma City, and Wilcox Court-

ty. Title I is used in these districts to support schools'
most basic needs, sometimes supplanting what state
and local funds should be expected to provide. Most
money is heavily committed to salaries of tenured
personnelresource teachers, regular classroom
teachers, aides, and occasionally administrators.
Title I resources are used in much the same way as
state foundation "units" are, with Title I filling one-
half or all of a position not funded by state or local
funds. Consequently schools have little or no money
in their Title I budgets for such key needs as profes-
sional development, extended learning time for stu-
dents, and extra curriculum materials and
instructional supplies.

I. Supplanting the Regular
Program

A long-standing equity provision in Title I pro-
hibits states and districts from using the federal
money to supplant state and local resources. The law
states that Title I funds may only be used to "supple-
ment the amount of funds that would, in the absence
[of Title I] be made available from non-Federal
sources for the education of [Title I students], and
not to supplant such funds."2°

When Congress lowered the poverty threshold for
eligibility to operate schoolwide programs from a 75%
to 50% school poverty rate, it added another sup-
planting prohibition, this time targeted to individual
schools:

A school participating in a schoolwide program
shall use funds available to carry out [the pro-
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gram] only to supplement the amount offends
that would, in the absence of [Title I funds], be
made available from non-Federal sources for
the school, including funds needed to provide
services that are required by law for children
with disabilities and children with limited Eng-
lish proficiency 2'

Thus, Title I may pay only for supplemental ser-
vices in addition to what state and local funds provide
for the regular program that is mandated by state law.
Simply put, Title I funds cannot pay the cost of a state
requirement. If a state mandates a limit on class size,
as Alabama does, Title I funds can only be used to
reduce class size below the state limit.

Under the law, the Alabama Department of Edu-
cation should ensure that local educational agencies
(LEAs) observe the prohibition on supplanting feder-
al funds. However, the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion's Office of Inspector General found that the
Alabama Department of Education did not have prop-
er procedures and controls in place to enforce this
requirement. For fiscal year 1997, the audit found:

Title I Section 1120A(b) requires federal funds to
be used to supplement, not supplant state and
local funds. The [Alabama] Department of Edu-
cation requires LEAs to provide one-time assur-
ances that federal funds will be used to
supplement, not supplant, state and local funds
In a sample of ten LEAs' statements of assur-
ances, one did not contain an assurance to sup-
plement, not supplant. Program personnel and
accountants review LEA's budgets in consolidat-
ed applications for funds to detect supplanting,
but applications for funds alone do not appear
to provide sufficient evidence that supplanting
did not occur. This is a reportable condition in
internal controls and noncompliance with feder-
al law and regulations. The [Alabama] Depart-
ment of Education did not monitor LEAs for
compliance during the 1996-97 fiscal year, but is
currently developing consolidated monitoring
instruments. This is a repeatfinding.22
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Even more disturbingly, there is evidence that
Alabama may be actively encouraging supplanting.
In January 1998, the Alabama Board of Education
amended its September 1997 resolution on class size
limits so as to authorize the State Superintendent to
review waiver requests from local school districts on
a case-by-case basis, as long the request included a
plan to implement the pupil-teacher ratios in schools
where class size exceeded the state-mandated limits.
The state, however, did not supply funding to meet
this mandate for lower class sizes.

The next month, Superintendent Ed Richardson
sent a memorandum dated February 18, 1998, to
selected county and city superintendents regarding
their waiver requests. The memorandum stated in
part, "[P]lease be reminded that in some cases Title I
teachers may be counted." Because the superinten-
dent's memorandum appears to sanction supplanting,
the Citizens' Commission twice asked state officials
for clarification of the phrase "in some cases," but
never received a response.

The Citizens' Commission's research, however,
revealed how heavily schools in low-wealth districts
relied on federal assistance to support basic needs.
The following three examples illustrate how inade-
quate funding from state and local revenue forces local
officials to use Title I for regular classroom teachers,
construction, and renovation of school buildings.

A. Dallas County

Dallas County, for example, uses a portion of its
$1.8 million in Title I funds to pay for 31.53 full-time
equivalent teachers in its 9 Title I schools. A few are
computer lab teachers, but in three schools the Citi-
zens' Commission visited, Title I-paid teachers are
teaching regular classes in the state curriculum.

At Southside High School in Dallas County, there
are 6 Title I-paid teachers in addition to the 32.68
teacher units allotted under the state Foundation Pro-
gram. All six Title I teachers teach subjects mandated
in the state curriculum, either full- or part-time. Title
I pays for two of six science teachers; one of five social
studies teachers; one teacher who teaches English in
grades nine, ten, and eleven, in addition to one period
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per day of remediation for students who scored lowest
on the SAT 9; one teacher who teaches two basic Eng-
lish classes and the required tenth grade English; and
one teacher who teaches math, including Algebra I
and "technical Algebra."

Tipton Middle School enrolled 515 students in
the 1998-99 school year. It received 24.17 teacher
units under the state program, but Tipton paid 4
teachers out of its Title I allocation to teach state-
mandated subjects. More specifically, Title I paid for
one of two sixth grade math teachers; one of two
sixth grade language arts teachers; one of two sev-
enth grade language arts teachers; and one of two
eighth grade language teachers.

Principals and staff of schoolwide programs in
Dallas County that the Citizens' Commission visited
have little authority over how to spend their Title I
funds. This was confirmed in an interview with a dis-
trict budget official with responsibility for federal
funds. Using Tipton Middle School as an example,
she explained how she assigned teacher units to the
school's Title I allocation. At Tipton, Title I funds
paid for teachers of reading and math, which she
referred to as "Title I subjects." The remainder of
Tipton's $231,802 Title I allocation for the 1998-99
school year was budgeted for professional develop-
ment and instructional supplies ($11,219), utilities
($2,741), parent involvement ($775), maintenance of
the computer lab ($2,240), repair of old computers
($2,000), and hiring substitutes ($1,000). Notably,
Tipton's principal told the Citizens' Commission that
she and the teachers could make recommendations
to the Title I coordinator (which are generally
accepted) for how they would like to use some of
their funds.

B. Linden City

Linden City's total enrollment of 717 students in
grades K-12 makes it the smallest of three school sys-
tems in Marengo County. The student population is
92% African American and 84% low-income. Resident
white students have attended the private Marengo
Academy ever since the desegregation of the public
schools under court order in the early 1970s.

According to the 1996-97 Annual Accountability
Report submitted to the Alabama Department of
Education, Linden City actually receives more in fed-
eral revenue than it does in local fundsa very
unusual situation, since federal dollars account
nationally for only about 7% of total educational
expenditures. In that year, federal revenue (includ-

Student journalists at Linden City High School: Coryonda Ellis, Quin
Smith, ReShaunda Walker, and Kirstin Davis.

ing food services) was $753,944, or 20.7% of the total
district budget, while local revenue amounted to
$400,410, or 11%. Linden City's Title I allocation in
the 1997-98 school year was $238,626 of which
$181,396, or 76%, was allocated to its three schools
operating schoolwide programs. Linden Elementary
School has 344 students in grades K-5. It received
$95,561, of which $82,706 (or 86.5%) paid the salaries
and fringe benefits of two full-time classroom teach-
ers and one aide who is assigned to the computer lab.
There are three second grade teachers, one of whom
is paid by Title I. The third grade also has three
teachers, one of whom is paid by Title I. This use of
Title I funds enables the school to meet the class size
mandate of 1 teacher for 18 students in grades one to
three. In addition, Title I pays $5,120 for instruction-
al materials and supplies, $1,000 for professional
development, and $1,000 for janitorial supplies.

Despite its meager resources, Linden City's ele-
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mentary, junior, and senior high schools were among
the 85 highest scoring, high-poverty schools in the
state in the 1996-97 school year. There is an after-
school program funded with state at-risk money two
days a week for elementary and junior high students,
and a Saturday program for high school students.
Linden High School graduated 62 students in the
spring of 1997, and of that number, 39 went on to col-
lege with scholarship money totaling $283,000, and
15 went into the military. Twenty-five students took
Advanced Placement classes and passed the AP test
with a score of 3 or higher. Twenty-six graduating
seniors passed Algebra I, 23 passed Algebra II, and 25
took advanced mathematics.

Superintendent Larry Huckabee credits the dis-
trict's small size, the commitment of the staff, and
strong community support for its success. However,
district leadership is responsible for obtaining extra
financial resources that make Linden City unusual
for a school system in the heart of Alabama's Black
Belt. For example, unlike most poor districts, Linden
City has incorporated modern technology into the
instructional program. Each school has a computer
lab with Internet access on all computers. Every
classroom teacher has a computer with Internet
access. The computers were purchased with federal
Goals 2000 funds; Internet fees are paid by the Ala-
bama Supercomputer Authority.

C. Wilcox County

Wilcox County is a rural school system in Alaba-
ma's Black Belt. Of the 2,739 students enrolled in
public schools, all are African American and 92% are
low-income. The average per capita income in Wilcox
County in 1993 was $10,759, making it the single
poorest county in the state. Like Linden City, the
Wilcox County public schools rely heavily on federal
revenue. According to the 1996-97 Annual Account-
ability Report, $3,417,226 comes from federal sources
(including food services), or 17% of total expendi-
tures. Local revenue amounting to $2,094,425 repre-
sents 10.4% of total expenditures. Expressed as
expenditures per student, the contrast between local
and federal dollars is stark: $1,248 from federal and

$765 from local. The school system received $1.4 mil-
lion in Title I funds in fiscal year 1998.

In 1996, the State Department of Education
assumed control of the school system pursuant to the
financial accountability requirements of the Account-
ability Act of 1995. Since 1996, the State Superinten-
dent has appointed interim superintendents and a
chief financial officer to operate the schools in
Wilcox County.

In 1997, the Wilcox County Board of Education
secured a bond for $7.2 million for building improve-
ments. According to the FY1998 Title I application,
the next year, 1998, state officials used local bond
money, $732,753 of Title I funds, and money from the
Public School and College Authority, to construct a
new elementary school and make substantial renova-
tions to three existing school buildings.

Prior to 1994, the law, then known as Chapter 1,
explicitly allowed funds to be used for construction
(including renovation) or acquisition of real property.
Such expenditures were justified if they were neces-
sary for the success of the particular Chapter 1 pro-
ject. The Selma City school system, for example, had
used Chapter 1 funds to build additions to schools for
the new early childhood program that it started with
Chapter 1, and continues to be funded by Title I
today. One building at Monroeville Elementary
School in Monroe County was constructed in 1977
with Title I funds. But this provision was removed
when the law was reauthorized in 1994. According to
guidance issued by the U.S. Department of Education,
the use of Title I funds for construction is explicitly
prohibited.

One of the district's four construction/renovation
projects involves renovations at Pine Hill Elementary
School. According to the renovation authorization
(see Figure 11), Title I contributed to the renovation
of the school's food service complex and an addition
to an existing building for food service use, as well as
additional classrooms. Notably, these renovations
rectified the very deficiencies in the food service area
and kindergarten classrooms that were cited in the
disparity study conducted for the Circuit Court in the
1993 school funding and adequacy litigation.a This
questionable use of federal funds occurred while the
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In the 1998-99 school year Monroeville Elementary School's academic
status changed from Clear to Caution, but it was recognized as a Distin-
guished Title I School by the U.S. Department of Education

4 a I

O. a 11 I I

II I

Title I funds were used in 1977 to construct a building at Monroeville
Elementary that is still in use today

Wilcox County school system was being operated
under the direct authority of the state. The only
apparent rationale from the project descriptions for
this and the other three projects is a notation that
they are "schoolwide projects."

Wilcox County is heavily dependent on federal
funds. It is also struggling academically. In the first
year of Alabama's accountability system, Wilcox was
classified in the Caution category. In 1996-97 it
gained the status of Clear, but slipped back into
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Caution in the 1997-98 school year. In the 1998-99
school year, it moved back to Clear. The Citizens'
Commission was unable to make any assessment of
the Title I program in Wilcox County because the
superintendent of schools denied our request to visit
schools and interview staff.

II. Schoolwide Programs

When asked by the Citizens' Commission to iden-
tify any provision in the 1994 amendments that had
led to significant changes in their Title I program, vir-
tually every superintendent, Title I coordinator, and
principal cited schoolwide programs. Yet, the schools
in their districts that were operating schoolwide in
the 1998-99 school year had actually adopted that
option in prior years under Chapter 1. Whenever the
schoolwide approach is first implemented, it is enthu-
siastically endorsed by educators because all students
can benefit from Title I services. As one coordinator
said: "Our teachers just hated it when they could help
only certain kids." Selecting only some students was
"like throwing a red flag" at a child, remarked anoth-
er coordinator who had witnessed its stigmatizing
effect. As popular as the schoolwide model is, howev-
er, it is not being used to enhance the regular instruc-
tional program or to provide sustained, high-quality
professional development.

The 1994 amendments to Title I permitted
schools operating schoolwide projects under the old
Chapter I to continue them, as long as they adopted a
new plan or amended their existing plan to address
the essential components of comprehensive school-
wide reform contained in the amendments. Because
these components envisioned fundamental reforms to
the entire program, a school that wanted to become
or continue to be a schoolwide program had to obtain
training and technical assistance from their state's
School Support Team, from federal technical assis-
tance centers, or from postsecondary institutions.
But this was a false expectation in Alabama, where
comprehensive schoolwide reform was an entirely
new concept. Few schools or other sources of techni-
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Figure 11. Renovation Authorization
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cal assistance had any experience in implementing
the concept. In reality, it was left to the district Title
I coordinator to explain the requirements for plan-
ning and operating schoolwide.

A. Schoolwide Plans

The schoolwide plans reviewed by the Citizens'
Commission, which might be expected to shed light
on what a school understands about the notion of
schoolwide reform and how it is integrating its Title I
resources into a comprehensive plan, are not very
helpful. For the most part, they have not been revised
since they were first written in the 1995-96 or 1996-97
school year. One plan from Keith High School in Dal-
las County is actually the Chapter 1 plan from the
1992-93 school year with a cover page indicating that
it is the plan for the years 1995-96 through 1999-2000.
Some plans have no budgets, and those that do have
an outdated budget for Title I funds only. State allo-
cations for at-risk students, professional development,
materials and supplies, and library enhancements are
not included. Other federal funds for professional
development, school improvement, special education,
and safe and drug-free schools are typically retained
by the district to support systemwide workshops, to
fund summer school or preschool programs, or to pur-
chase computers, printers, and other equipment for
the central office and schools. In some cases, the
comprehensive schoolwide plan is not the "real" plan.
If a school is inAlert status, it develops a separate
school improvement plan required by the state.

Furthermore, many plans appear to have been
written, in some part, by central office administrators
to demonstrate "compliance" with Title I. Language
from the law is inserted as "boilerplate," followed by
descriptions of present practice or simply reiteration
of the law. Consequently, plans from all Title I
schools in a district can have a striking similarity.
For example, the "Strategies For Schoolwide Reform"
and the School/Parent Compacts in the plans of five
elementary schools in Selma are identical. Parent
involvement policies and school/parent compacts are
virtually identical in all of the plans of Monroe Coun-
ty's Title I schools. In short, a review of these plans
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suggests a failure by individual schools to engage in
the kind of planning envisioned by the law.

In addition, the strategies for schoolwide reform
in six Selma plans list activities that reflect a much
different understanding of comprehensive reform
than the architects of the new law intended. For
example, under the heading "Provide an enriched
and accelerated curriculum," these plans simply offer
a list of activities. A description of an "enriched and
accelerated curriculum" would ideally contain a few
well-chosen examples of the instructional strategies
and materials that teachers plan to use, along with
an explanation of other learning opportunities such
as tutoring that will reinforce instruction. These
plans, however, fall short of the mark

The schoolwide plans of J.F. Shields and Frisco
City High Schools in Monroe County are also illustra-
tive. Both plans state, under "Schoolwide Reform
Strategies," that:

Academic tracking will be provided for each stu-
dent fin the ninth grade.' at the beginning of the
year to assure that students are in the classes
that best enhance their performance and meet
state requirements for graduation.

Shields's plan goes on to explain that students who
fall "below the 50% (sic) on the SAT will be served at
least one half semester by a Resource Teacher to
assist the student in the area where they scored the
lowest." Students in the accelerated or advanced
program "will be introduced to the more advanced
challenges, field trips, and more opportunities to
hear good speakers."

What proved to be much more illuminating to
the Citizens' Commission than schoolwide plans were
the districts' Title I applications, along with the Citi-
zens' Commission's visits to schools and interviews of
school and district educators.

B. Personnel

In the districts and schools examined by the Citi-
zens' Commission, salaries and benefits for classroom
and lab personnel consume almost the entire Title I
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budget. Title I funds are often committed to the same
services that Chapter 1 supported for years. As the
principal of Southside Primary School in Dallas Coun-
ty told us, "I would love to have a new reading curricu-
lum. The one we have is really outdated." Southside
Primary has operated schoolwide for the past nine
years. No changes have been made since Title I was
revised in 1994. Eighty-four percent (84%) of this
school's $204,715 Title I dollars is committed to
salaries and benefits for four teachers. One teacher,
who teaches a second grade class, is responsible for
the computer lab. Two other Title I-paid teachers
implement "Writing-To-Read," a computer-based lan-
guage arts programs for kindergarten and first grade
students. The fourth Title I-paid teacher is one of the
nine first-grade teachers in this K-2 primary school.
Title I also pays $15,345 annually for maintaining the
equipment and software in the computer lab.

Tiny Shiloh Elementary School in Dallas County
with 138 students in kindergarten through fifth grade
was allotted $60,051 in Title I funds. Ninety-seven
percent (97%) of its Title I allocation in the 1997-98
school year paid the salary and benefits of the com-
puter lab teacher and the software and maintenance
of the computer lab that is located in a building built
by Chapter 1 funds. This computer lab serves all chil-
dren, which is apparently Shiloh's rationale for being
a schoolwide program.

Dollars are stretched by splitting the funding of
one position between two schools or between Title I
and a state-funded unit. Linden City's high school
and junior high, for example, share the cost of a Title
I teacher. When small schools do not generate suffi-
cient state units under the foundation program to
fund a position, Title I funding picks up the rest.
Title I and the state foundation program share the
salaries of counselors in Dallas and Monroe Counties.
Monroe County uses Title I dollars to pay half the
salary of the assistant principal at J.F. Shields High
School, and one-quarter of the salary of the principal
at Frisco City Elementary School.

Policy on hiring paraprofessionals, or aides,
varies among districts, depending on how a school
system structures its Title I program and on princi-
pals' preferences for performing certain jobs. Aides

provide instruction in class or in small group settings.
For example, Dallas County employs no aides with
Title I funds, while Selma employed 35 aides, com-
pared to 21.3 FTE (full-time equivalent) teachers in
the 1997-98 school year. Selma's preschool program
accounts for 12 aides and 12 teachers. Monroe Coun-
ty employed 13 aides and 9.75 PTE teachers in the
1998-99 school year. Wilcox County employed 1 aide
and 11 teachers in the 1997-98 school year, the year
when a substantial portion of its Title I allocation was
spent on construction and renovation. The tiny Lin-
den City district had 2 aides and 3.83 teachers on the
Title I payroll.

Hiring aides is viewed as a low-cost means of pro-
viding Title I students with services, such as supervis-
ing computer labs or tutoring students. But the
number and duties of aides may not be as significant as
their qualifications. The principal of Monroeville Ele-
mentary School, Deborah Marriott, mentioned that the
available supply of qualified aides depends on the local
market in the school district. The state's class size
reduction mandate can "soak up" the supply of certi-
fied teachers. Her school hires three paraprofessionals
for the classroom. Another aide is assigned clerical
duties and supervision of the in-school suspension
class. Ms. Marriott considers herself fortunate that
two of these aides, who work four hours a day each, are
working toward degrees in elementary education.

C. Extended Time

Schoolwide plans must, among other things, indi-
cate schools' intention to increase the amount and
quality of learning time by, for example, providing an
extended school year and before- and after-school
and summer programs. Providing opportunities for
additional learning time is especially important for
educationally disadvantaged children in rural areas
that do not have summer and after-school programs
operated by towns, counties, or private groups. Chil-
dren who most need extra learning time are those
whose parents are often the least involved in their
education. All the costs of operating extended-time
programs can be paid by Title I if these funds are
treated as discretionary resources.
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However, some rural schools are too small to pro-
vide extended time through their Title I funds. For
example, Monroe Senior, a school with 130 students
(97% of whom are poor) in grades K-12, receives
$46,500 a year from Title I, enough to pay for one
teacher.

In those instances where extended learning time
is provided, it is limited to a few students only. For
example, Selma's Title I application has a $4,000 item
for summer school tuition for those students who are
recommended for additional remediation. Dallas
County operates a program between semesters of the
school year, for which Title I pays the salaries of
teachers, and transportation and lunch for students.
This Intersession program is targeted at students
whose SAT 9 scores place them in the Alert or Cau-
tion range. Parental permission is required, which
can limit students' opportunities unless school offi-
cials exert special effort to reach parents and stress
the importance of the program. At Tipton Middle
School, where during the 1997-98 school year, 115
students had scores that fell in the Alert range and
285 students scored in the Caution range, the princi-
pal admitted that only 15 children participated in the
previous Intersession. (Tipton failed in Caution
improvement that year by a tenth of a percent, push-
ing it back into the Alert range.)

Monroe County used Title I funds left over from
the 1996-97 school year to run a summer school in
the summer of 1998. The program was canceled for
the following summer. Johnny Pleasant, the princi-
pal of Beatrice Elementary School, was most unhappy
about the loss of summer school for his students, 97%
of whom are from low-income families. But the
school's own budget of $132,838 can hardly afford
comprehensive schoolwide reform, much less a sum-
mer school program. At the time of the Citizens'
Commission's visit, Mr. Pleasant was "trying to work
something out" with the central office.

An examination of Monroe County's Title I
application for fiscal years 1998 and 1999 reveals
that in place of a summer school, district officials
decided to expand Title I services to two lower
poverty schools for the 1998-99 school year. Excel, a
K-12 school with 35.39% poor children, and Monroe
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County High School with 35.36% poor students,
became "targeted assistance" schools, i.e., schools
targeting resources to individual students at risk of
academic failure. These two schools were allocated
$175 per low-income student in order to pay one
teacher and one aide at Excel and one teacher at
Monroe County High. The four highest poverty
schools in the districtBeatrice Elementary
School, Frisco Elementary School, J.F. Shields High
School, and Monroe Seniorwere left with no sum-
mer school. Moreover, the regular school year Title
I allocations for Beatrice, Shields, and Monroe
Senior were reduced by a few thousand dollars each.
(See Figure 12.)

Title I defines an eligible school as one in which
the percentage of poor students is at least as high as
the percentage of low-income children for the district
as a whole. Those schools above the districtwide aver-
age must be allocated funds in rank order of poverty.
But the law gives districts the flexibility to serve eligi-
ble schools below the districtwide average that are at
least 35% low-income. In the case of Monroe County,
the districtwide average of poor students, as measured
by participation in the free and reduced-price lunch
program, is 57.98%. If Monroe County served only
those schools above its districtwide average of poverty,
it would have to eliminate four schools from the pro-
gram. Not incidentally, that would also mean denying
Title I services to the district's majority white schools.

D. Professional Development

Title I requires that school districts use Title I
funds to provide "high-quality" professional develop-
ment designed by principals, teachers, and other
staff from Title I schools. This mandate applies to all
schools, regardless of their accountability status. Dis-
tricts may use funds reserved "off the top" for this
purpose, prior to allocating money to schools. Other
sources, such as state or local funds, may also be
used to meet this mandate.

Districts also receive a separate allocation of fed-
eral money for professional development from Title II
of the Improving America's Schools Act. Title II
funds, matched with local, state, or Title I money, are
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often the only source of staff development for all fac-
ulty and administrators in the resource-poor districts
the Citizens' Commission visited. Linden City used
$2,517 of its Title I allocation to match its Title II
grant to provide training for all teachers in the use of
computers and on the Navigator software program
that is aligned with the Courses of Study. At the
same time, however, no Title I funds were allocated
specifically for professional development at two
schools in the same district as Linden CityGeorge
Austin Junior High School and Linden High School.
Instead, the junior high spent $3,326 for materials
and supplies and $3,000 for janitorial supplies.

In addition to these requirements for districts,
schoolwide programs must provide professional

development for teachers, aides, counselors, parent
liaisons, parents, and principals. No specific percent-
age is required, but a school in school improvement
(i.e.,Alert or Caution) must spend at least 10%.
Because salaries, equipment maintenance and repair,
and supplies consume most Title I funds, it is rare to
find a Title I schoolwide program budget that sets
aside funds for professional development. Dallas
County is the only district visited by the Citizens'
Commission that reserved some Title I funds for
schools in Alert or Caution.

It is clear from the Citizens' Commission's
research that Dallas County officials know that
the law requires Title I schools in Caution or Alert
to spend an amount equal to 10% of its school's Title

Figure 12. Monroe County 1998-99 School Year Ranking of All
Schools by Percentage of Free/Reduced-Price Lunch (FRPL)

School Grade Span % FRPL Schoolwide Targeted

Beatrice Elementary K-6 96.12% X

Monroe Senior K-12 93.24% X

J.F. Shields High 7-12 87.11% X

Frisco City Elementary K-6 81.64% X

Monroeville Elementary K-3 69.20% X

Frisco City High 7-12 68.40% X

Monroeville Middle 4-5 62.19% X

Districtwide Average 57.98%

Monroeville Junior High 6-8 53.15% X

J.V. Blacksher K-12 42.70% X

Excel K-12 35.39% X

Monroe County High 9-12 35.36% X
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I funds over two years on teacher training. Funds
can come from any source, not necessarily from
Title I; but in practice, Title I money is the only
available option. Southside High School has had a
rocky academic record. It was classified Caution in
1996, Alert I in 1997, Caution in 1998, and Alert I in
1999. Ten percent (10%) of its $240,615 allocation
spread over two years is $12,030.75 a year. The
school's Title I budget shows $12,031 for instruction-
al staff development.

Monroe County, on the other hand, does not com-
ply with the 10% requirement. According to the prin-
cipal of J.F. Shields High School, there is no Title I
money being spent on professional development,
even in the 1998-99 school year, when it was in Alert
I. In 1999, Shields moved from Alert I to Caution.
The Beatrice Elementary School in Monroe County
has been classified as Clear for the past three years,
but the principal reported that he had no Title I
funds available for teacher training.

Finally, every educator the Citizens' Commission
interviewed commented that reading is the greatest
weakness in their schools. State average scores in
1998 on the SAT 9 show that reading was the lowest
score of any subject in every grade, third through
eleventh. Yet, the Alabama Department of Education
routinely approves local Title I applications without
ensuring that districts and schoolwide Title I schools
are committing some resources to enabling every
teacher to teach reading more effectively.

State Superintendent Ed Richardson has
acknowledged that "Alabama must focus on raising
the reading ability of our students." Upon releasing
the 1998 SAT 9 scores, he stated:

Raising the reading level of all students to above
the 23rd percentile and eventually to grade level
will take time, but we do have a winning plan
and we are determined to implement it in every
school in Alabama in order to enable every child
to read on grade level.25

It is true that the state has taken some initial
steps to address the reading problem, including the
launch of the Alabama Reading Initiative. But while
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the Reading Initiative is a promising start, it will
involve only 64 of the state's 1,309 public schools.
Simply put, while Alabama may have a Reading Plan,
the state has failed to make use of the Title I require-
ment and dollars for professional development to
improve reading proficiency.

E. Books and Instructional Materials

Under Alabama's foundation program, $500 is
allotted to each teacher for materials and supplies.
If the teacher's salary is paid by Title I, Title I also
pays for this $500 allotment. In addition, $52.50 per
student is allotted for textbooks.

The foundation program commits, per teacher
unit, $135 for library enhancement and $75 for tech-
nology. Need is not a factor. Thus a school with 20
teacher units gets the same amount as any other
school with 20 teacher units, whether it is in an afflu-
ent suburb of Mobile or Birmingham or a poor district
in the Black Belt. Schools in low-wealth districts are
handicapped further because they are in regions of
the state that do not have private or corporate donors
that contribute resources to schools. Some schools,
however, may eke out a few hundred dollars from
their Title I funds for instructional supplies.

No school the Citizens' Commission visited in
the low-wealth districts is as well endowed with
books and reading material, including children's lit-
erature, as Tuggle Elementary School in Birmingham.
All schools have a library which students visit for a
few periods a week All have a policy of lending
books to students and parents. Many classrooms, on
the other hand, seemed devoid of reading material,
even textbooks and required reading material. For
example, students in Cinthy Brown's English class at
J.F. Shields High School were practicing their lines
from Oedipus the King on the day of the Citizens'
Commission's visit. As the students stood in the front
of the room reciting their lines, Ms. Brown prompted
them, reading from the pages before her. When ques-
tioned how the students learned their parts, Ms.
Brown replied, "I copied [the play] from my college
textbook" What other instructional materials did
this English teacher have? The school spent $1,400
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on videos for "upper level literature assignments."
Computer labs for reinforcing basic skills have

been a staple in Chapter 1 and Title I schools for
years. They are the technological equivalent of work-
sheets, allowing students to drill on vocabulary and
grammar skills. Jostens Systems Learning labs are
often the only exposure students in high-poverty
schools have to learning any computer keyboard
skills. Modern computers and the Internet have out-
dated these computer learning labs. Yet, each year,
the districts the Citizens' Commission visited in the
Black Belt spend thousands of dollars in Title I funds
to maintain these old computers, rather than invest-
ing in current computers and Internet connections,
as Linden City has.

To do otherwise would require local school offi-
cials to use state and local funds for classroom teach-
ers, counselors, and administrators. Title I resources
would then be available to afford technology for
instructional purposes. Tuggle and the three schools
in Gadsden have computers purchased with Title I
funds. Tuggle "traded in" a Title I position in order to
purchase computers; while Gadsden buys computers
out of the Title I funds it reserves "off the top" of its
allocation.

Ill. Conclusion

The 1994 Title I reforms have not made much of a
difference in the Black Belt districts the Citizens'

Commission visited. There are few "extras" in these
districts, which are the types of things Title I should
be buying. Title I money is not invested in improving
teachers' knowledge and skills. After-school and sum-
mer programs are rare. No supplementary curricu-
lum programs to enrich and accelerate learning exist.

One reason the 1994 Title I reforms have not been
realized is that federal money is being used in place of
state and local funds to employ regular classroom
teachers and to renovate existing school facilities.
The schoolwide authority, in particular, is regarded as
a license to use Title I funds for basic operating
expenses. Such expenditures may make up for the
inequities in the state's financing of public schools in
rural districts that have a minimal tax basebut they
are not fulfilling Title I's purpose of equalizing educa-
tional opportunity. As the Montgomery County Circuit
Court said in 1993 when declaring Alabama's educa-
tion system unconstitutional,

These systems cannot be said to exercise mean-
ingful choice about the kind of education they
desire or dream about for their children; they
face, instead, a daily Hobson's choice whether,
for example, to do without library books or to
leave the roof unmended in order to meet the
budget"
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Chapter VI

Findings and Recommendations

Findings

1. Alabama has made a start on education reform in
the past four years by adopting the Courses of
Study and by holding schools and districts account-
able for at least a minimal level of student achieve-
ment for the first time in the state's history. Little
progress has been made, however, in implementing
the 1994 changes in Title I and integrating them
into a comprehensive and coordinated standards-
based set of reforms devoted to substantial and
continuous progress toward high achievement for
all students.

a. Content standards, student performance stan-
dards, and the statewide assessment are not
aligned with each other, creating a system that
is not focused on what students know and can
do, but on what stanine on the Stanford
Achievement Test, Ninth Edition (SAT 9) they
are in, i.e., how students compare to each
other.

b. Achievement standards are low, and even then
are not expected of all children. The system
disregards many who are below a school's aver-
age score and those who are disabled or limit-
ed English proficient.

c. Accountability is focused only on the bottom of
the performance spectrum, not on improve-
ment at all levels.

d. Test scores disaggregated by special student
populations, who are historically the lowest
achieving, have been reported to the U.S.

Department of Education, but not to Alabama
citizens.

e. Educators fear that tough new graduation
requirements, including a new high school exit
examination, will result in massive failure. In
their view, current elementary and secondary
grade preparation, high school curriculum,
equipment, materials, and inadequately
trained teachers are not equal to the task of
ensuring student success.

2. The use of the schoolwide option under Title Ito
upgrade the entire educational program in
schools at or above 50% poverty has increased
enormously since 1994. The Citizens' Commission
found two schoolsTuggle Elementary School in
Birmingham and Adams Elementary School in
Gadsdenthat are using the option as the law
intends and producing student progress. In other
places, however, schoolwide programs exist in
name only.

Among the factors that distinguish Tuggle and
Adams are:

a. The use of trained specialists to address chil-
dren's specific needse.g., Reading Recovery
teachers at Tuggle and English as a Second
Language teachers at Adams;

b. Plentiful and high-quality professional oppor-
tunities for all teachers, who also possess great
discretion in determining the kind of training
they require to best serve students;
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c. Principals who are strong instructional lead-
ers, but who also delegate much of the deci-
sion-making responsibility to their staff;

d. High expectations for all students even though
they come from very low-income or non-
English-speaking families and communities
with high concentrations of poverty;

e. An intense instructional focus on literacy
skillsdecoding, phonics, and reading com-
prehensionsupplemented with literature in
print and audio formats; and

f. Strong support from district officials and
recognition for accomplishments.

3. In the lowest wealth districts in the Black Belt,
Title I funds are used not to address the special
needs of poor children, but to meet basic needs
that should be met by state and local authorities.
The lack of nonfederal resources in these districts
is attributable to the inequities in the state's edu-
cation finance system.

a. The data gathered in connection with the Citi-
zens' Commission's report suggested the exis-
tence of supplanting of state and local funds,
as evidenced by the use of Title I teachers as
regular classroom teachers to meet state class-
size reduction mandates and the use of Title I-
paid teachers to provide instruction in subjects
mandated by state law. The available evidence
in the districts studied by the Citizens' Com-
mission suggested that Title I funds are being
used to subsidize administrators' salaries, to
build or renovate school facilities, and to pay
for basic operating expenses such as electricity
and janitorial supplies.

b. The misuse of Title I funds has deprived disad-
vantaged, low-achieving students of those
extra enhancementssuch as more highly
trained and qualified teachers, extended
learning opportunities, and supplementary
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curriculumthat would enable them to
achieve at much higher levels.

4. Professional development resources, which
are critical to student improvement, are
meager in Alabama. Most of what passes for
professional development are one-shot work-
shops or lessons on test-taking skills and objec-
tives, rather than concentrated, sustained, and
compensated work both in classrooms and out-
side of school.

a. The Alabama Reading Initiative is a promising
start in devoting attention and resources to
training teachers how to teach reading, the
area acknowledged to be the state's lowest
area of performance. The State Department of
Education has overlooked the use of Title I
funds that could expand participation in the
Alabama Reading Initiative to many more
schools and students.

Recommendations

The Citizens' Commission offers the following
recommendations.

1. High Standards For All Students

a. Alabama must substantially raise its expecta-
tions for student learning at all levels for elemen-
tary and junior high students. The time for
mastering the standards may vary according to
students' needs, but all students should be expect-
ed to meet proficient or advanced levels.

Title I envisions that students master the basic
and advanced skills in the Alabama Courses of Study
at key stages in their school career. The need is par-
ticularly urgent in light of the new, higher level high
school graduation examination. In addition, stronger
precollegiate education will increase the numbers of
African American and other disadvantaged students
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entering and graduating from college and technical
training institutions. Students must attain proficien-
cy in reading and arithmetic at the elementary
schools to be prepared to tackle algebra and geome-
try in secondary school. Otherwise, cumulative
deficits in learning by the high school years will make
it all the more difficult to master high school subjects
that prepare students for postsecondary education
and well-paying jobs.

While content standards are the same for all stu-
dents, some children will require more time, e.g.,
extended day and summer sessions, to achieve profi-
ciency. This principle is the opposite of the system
that sets the same number of hours and days in
school but establishes different standards for differ-
ent students according to their presumed ability.

b. Alabama must adopt performance standards
linked to the Courses of Study and a criterion-
referenced assessment that defines a proficiency
level representing true accomplishment and
also communicates to students and parents
what is expected. In addition to setting a profi-
ciency level, the state should define and explain
performance standards that represent advanced
accomplishment beyond proficiency 7b mea-
sure progress toward proficiency the state
should establish performance standards for
basic and below basic.

Students assigned to the lowest tracks ordinarily
lack access to a curriculum that enables them to
meet standards. Performance standards can be
explained with narrative descriptions (as is done
with the Alabama Direct Writing Assessment) that
include examples of student work that meets the
standards of advanced, proficient, basic, and below
basic. Such descriptions will provide students and
their parents with concrete examples of what chil-
dren are working toward.

Employers and college officials should become
involved in setting performance standards. Teachers
of first-year college mathematics, English, and other
subjects can advise the State Board of Education as to
the skills students must have to perform successfully.

Similarly, major Alabama employers can illustrate the
requirements for entry-level jobs. Involving higher
education officials and employers will help to ensure
that Alabama's performance standards are sufficient-
ly rigorous and meaningful to meet the state's needs
for a trained workforce and literate citizens.

c. Superintendents and principals must not let stu-
dent performance standardsadvanced, profi-
cient, basic, and below basicbecome a new
way to sort and track students.

Professional development can help teachers
develop a variety of strategies and techniques that
will enable students of various backgrounds and apti-
tudes to learn the same material.

d. The content standards, performance standards,
and samples of student work should be translat-
ed into Spanish or other languages spoken by
limited English proficient students in the state.

2. Assessing Student Performance:
Criterion-referenced Assess-
ments; Testing of All Students;
Disaggregation of Test Scores

a. Alabama should replace or supplement the SAT
9 with a criterion-referenced text that incorpo-
rates the performance standards and is aligned
with the Courses of Study The new assessment
should cover all subjects required to be taught in
the state's schools, as the SAT 9 does now

b. Alabama should issue new guidelines for the
inclusion of and accommodations for disabled
and limited English proficient students that
comply with Title I and the Individuals With Dis-
abilities Education Act (IDEA). The State Board
of Education must consider new policies with
respect to the assessment of children who are
limited English proficient, including native lan-
guage assessments, e.g., a Spanish version of the
new criterion-referenced examination in sub-
jects other than English for students who receive
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some or all of their instruction in their native
language while learning English. The Alabama
Department of Education should provide train-
ing on its new assessment policies for district
Title I coordinators and principals of schools
that enroll disabled and limited English speak-
ing students.

c. Alabama should disaggregate test scores by all
the categories required by Title I for the state as a
whole, for each district, and for each school. Dis-
aggregation should also be done for each perfor-
mance standard.

Disclosing test results by subpopulations of stu-
dents serves two purposes. First, it allows educators,
parents, and the community to know the attainment
of students who historically have been the lowest
achievers and the least well served by schools so that
special efforts can be directed by the whole commu-
nity at narrowing and closing the achievement gap.
Second, the data must be available so that schools
and districts can be held accountable for raising the
achievement of all students, not just the average of
all students.

3. An Accountability System For
All Students

a. Alabama's new accountability system should be
designed to measure substantial and continuous
progress of all students toward attainment of at
least proficiency

No school or district should be found "in the
clear" unless all students, including those who are
poor and limited English proficient, are making
progress.

b. The state should establish goals in terms of the
time schools and districts will have to bring vir-
tually all students up to the level of proficiency

c. The accountability system should not rely exclu-
sively on one test, but should include other mea-

sures, such as scores on the new statewide assess-
ment and the Alabama Direct Assessment of
Writing. It may also include student and teacher
attendance, grade retentions, and dropouts, as
long as academic measures are accorded the
greatest weight.

d. Schools should be held accountable for the sub-
stantial and continuous progress only of those
students who are enrolled for a full school year

e. The State Superintendent's Report Card should
be revised to reflect each school's and district's
absolute standing with reference to the goal of
having virtually all students at the proficient
performance level. Copies should be sent to
each parent.

4. Equalizing Resources Among
Districts So That Title I Addresses
Special Needs

The findings in this report underscore how far
many schools in Alabamaparticularly those serv-
ing large numbers of African American and poor
childrenare from achieving acceptable levels of
academic performance. The children who attend
such schools will have little hope of future success,
including passage of the new high school exit exami-
nation, unless the state takes emergency measures
to address resource disparities, to redeploy federal
funds, and, ultimately, to provide such children with
effective instruction. The recommendations in this
section call on both the legislature and the State
Department of Education to act swiftly. The conse-
quences of not acting are likely to include: wide-
spread failure, particularly of disadvantaged
children, on the high school graduation exam; pro-
longed litigation; the continued low ranking of
Alabama among states; and dim prospects for the
state's future.

a. For Title Ito serve its purpose of providing edu-
cational opportunity for disadvantaged stu-
dents, the state legislature must address the
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underfunding of Alabama school districts by tak-
ing swift steps both to equalize expenditures
between well-off and poor districts, and to ensure
that all districts have adequate state and local
dollars to provide a constitutionally adequate
education. Resources should be sufficient and
deployed to support effective measures to ensure
that all children are provided the instruction
and assistance they need to meet the state's stan-
dards, including the new standards for high
school graduation.

b. The Alabama Department of Education should
cease approving the expenditure of Title I funds
for salaries and other basic needs that should be
paid for with state and local funds, as required
by state statutes and court decisions. For exam-
ple, the salaries of regular classroom teachers,
assistant principals, and counselors that are
mandated by state law should be paid by the gen-
eral fund, from state and local resources, not by
Title I.

Title I funds are targeted to districts and schools
with high concentrations of poverty to enable schools
to raise the academic performance of educationally
disadvantaged students, whether they are limited
English proficient, disabled, or come from low-
income families. State and local revenue should pay
for the basic operations of schools required to pro-
vide an adequate education under state law: e.g.,
classroom teachers in conformance with class-size
reduction mandates; classrooms and food service
areas; principals, assistant principals, and coun-
selors; instructional materials; electricity; and sci-
ence labs and equipment. Title I should fund extra
teachers beyond those required to meet class size
mandates, additional reading curriculum, extended
day and summer school programs for students who
need supplemental instruction, field trips, and pro-
fessional training opportunities for teachers.

c. In order to eliminate the temptation to use Title
I to meet basic operating expenses, the State
Superintendent should act swiftly to issue a

directive to all school districts clarifying Title
I's fiscal requirements. The directive should
specify e.g., that salaries of teachers hired to
meet class size reduction mandates are to be
paid with state and local revenue, and that Title
I can only pay for the salaries of additional
classroom teachers to lower class sizes below the
state requirement.

d. The state should further act to provide guidance
to districts and schools on the kinds of supple-
mental services and expenditures that would
have the greatest impact in Title I schools. These
may include: lowering class size further in the
highest poverty schools; after- school, tutoring,
and summer programs for students who need
extra help; enhanced professional development
opportunities; working with parents to improve
their literacy and involvement with their chil-
dren's education; and meetings among teachers
to collaborate and provide support on school
improvement efforts.

e. Finally school districts in Alabama should tar-
get Title I funds to the highest poverty schools,
those above the average of poverty for the entire
district.

Other schools may be eligible for funding, but
have far fewer needy students than those with the
highest concentration of poor and low-achieving stu-
dents. Superintendents and Title I coordinators must
resist the appeals of principals and parents from eli-
gible but unfunded schools to divert resources away
from the neediest students and schools.

5. Developing the Capacity to
Enable All Students To Meet
State Standards

a. All teachers and support staff in Title I schools
must receive high-quality school-based, and con-
tinuous professional development above and
beyond state requirements and school accredita-
tion standards.
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Many teachers and principals choose their pro-
fession because they love children and want to help
them succeed in life. As devoted as they are to young
people, they need the support and resources neces-
sary to fulfill their mission. The most important thing
local administrators can do is to invest heavily in the
knowledge and skills of teachers. Investing in the
skills and knowledge of teachers is directly related to
student achievement.

Professional development should be geared to the
Courses of Study, the standards that define what stu-
dents should know and be able to do. Teacher training
must go beyond one-hour sessions on test-taking skills
and classroom management, to include subject-matter
knowledge, working with experienced mentor teach-
ers, observing other teachers, meeting with other
teachers, and visiting high-performing, high-poverty
schools outside the district. Professional development
must be seen as much a regular and ongoing part of
daily school life as is taking attendance.

b. The Title I staff in the State Department of Edu-
cation, as well as the Regional Service Centers
and the School Support Teams, must become
thoroughly knowledgeable about the require-
ments of Title

The capacity-building effort requires coordinat-
ing resources within the Department of Education,
the state's higher education system, its Regional Ser-
vice Centers, and its School Support Teams, as well
as nongovernmental organizations such as A+ Educa-
tion Foundation and the Coalition of Alabamians
Reforming Education (C.A.R.E.). Capacity-building
involves providing the knowledge, training, and
resources to state Title I staff, local Title I coordina-
tors, and principals and staff of Title I schools needed
to ensure that local Title I applications for funds
comply with the law.

c. State Superintendent Ed Richardson should
address the purpose and proper use of Title I
funds at his regular meetings with local superin-
tendents.

It is critical that the chief state school officer
send a strong and emphatic message to local superin-
tendents that they must comply with the law and that
improper expenditures will not be tolerated.

d. Title I training should be provided to members
of the Alabama Association of School Boards,
the Alabama Association of School Business Offi-
cials, the Council for Leaders in Alabama
Schools, the Alabama Education Association, the
Alabama Association of Federal Program Man-
agers, and local teachers' organizations such as
the Jefferson County American Federation of
Teachers.

e. Title I funds should be made available to support
all forms of professional development. The state
should no longer approve district applications
for funding unless districts demonstrate that
Title I funds are spent for professional develop-
ment in all Title I schools. Teachers should be
compensated for time spent outside of normal
school hours on professional development.

The State Department of Education could sub-
stantially advance the goal of 100% literacy by requir-
ing districts and schools to use some of their Title I
resources to enable teachers to participate in the
Alabama Reading Initiative. This strategy could be
implemented first in those schools and districts with
the lowest reading scores. As it is now, schools par-
ticipate on a voluntary, first-come, first-served basis.
Districts that lack educational leadership or claim
that they cannot afford to pay their teachers to par-
ticipate in the Alabama Reading Initiative will con-
tinue to deprive their students of the ability to read
and comprehend.

f Alabama must also devote attention and
resources to preparing teachers to work with its
growing limited English proficient student popu-
lation. A special effort must be made to recruit
and certify bilingual teachers, as well as to pro-
vide training in language acquisition to mono-
lingual teachers.
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g. School and district officials must exert initiative
and leadership to convey to parents the necessity
of their children's attendance.

Extended learning time provided between
semesters, after school, or in the summer can provide
extra pay for teachers, but does students no good if
they do not attend. Aggressive follow-up is needed so
that the failure of parents to return forms giving per-
mission for their children to participate in extended
time activities is not used as an excuse to deny stu-
dents this opportunity. Providing an enriched and
challenging program, not just test-taking drills, will
make extended learning more appealing to students.

6. The Federal Role

a. It is urgent that the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion accelerate its continuing technical assis-
tance to Alabama. The U.S. Department of
Education also should take enforcement action
where necessary

It is evident that Alabama has experienced diffi-
culty implementing Title I requirements. The result
is widespread underachievement and denial of edu-
cational opportunity to those students Title I is
intended to help. The state is using an assessment,
the SAT 9, which the Department's guidelines consid-
er acceptable as a "transitional" assessment but, as a
norm-referenced test, is not appropriate for a stan-
dards-based system as required by law. Alabama uses
cut scores, but the Department has taken the posi-
tion that cut scores on norm-referenced tests are not
acceptable as student performance standards. The
five-year time period for states to comply with the
requirements of the law with respect to content and
student performance standards and final assess-
ments is almost at an end. Before that time expires,
the Secretary of Education should use his authority
under sections 1111(b)(6)(D) and (E) of Title I to
require Alabama to adopt a set of standards and
assessments contained in the plans of other states
that he has approved as meeting the requirements of
the law.

b. The U.S. Department of Education's Office of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education should pro-
vide technical assistance for the Title I staff in the
Alabama Department of Education on the fiscal
and program requirements for school districts.

Particular attention needs to be given to the
design and implementation of comprehensive school-
wide programs, as this concept is not at all well
understood in the majority of such schools the Citi-
zens' Commission visited.

c. The U.S. Department of Education's Office of the
Inspector General should conduct a fiscal audit
of Alabama in order to determine whether Title I
funds are being used to supplant state and local
funds, particularly with respect to the hiring of
classroom teachers.

7. The Public's Role

a. Education reform and professional organiza-
tions, child advocates, and community groups
should pay more attention to how Title I funds
are used in districts and schools.

Title I rules, regulations, applications, budgets,
and school report cardsall of which are public doc-
umentscan be advocacy tools. Using these docu-
ments to determine how Title I funds are spent
involves both a monitoring and education function.
Asking questions about Title I raises awareness.
Principals and teachers often do not know what can
be done with federal funds; school board members
and parents may know even less. Federal law
requires state education departments to investigate
and respond to complaints about violations of Title I
or misuse of funds. In addition, advocates can work
with schools to involve parents in their children's
education, to organize family literacy programs, and
to support students' academic efforts.
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Alabama has momentous challenges ahead.
Alabama has embraced high standards at the end of
schoolingthe high school diplomabut not at the
beginning. Failure rates on the pilot tenth grade
exam this year should not be used as a reason to
back off standards. Standards for student achieve-
ment prior to high school are too low. Higher stan-
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dards for all students, trained teachers who can
enable students to meet the standards, and supports
for student learning must exist at all ages from
preschool to high school. Otherwise, state policy will
perpetuate the cycle of poverty in Alabama in gener-
ation after generation.
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Part Two :

Title I in Midstream:

The Fight to Improve Schools for Poor Kids

For the reader's convenience, the Citizens' Commission has excerpted the Summary and Findings
and Recommendations of its report surveying the implementation of Title I at the federal level.
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Chapter VII

Summary of Title I in Midstream

Introduction, Findings and
Recommendations

Nearly a half-century after the Supreme Court's
landmark decision in Brown u Board of Education,
our nation still has not secured for our least-advan-
taged children the educational opportunities that
Brown held were necessary to redress discrimination.

While significant numbers of our children have bene-
fitted from desegregation, from the enforcement of
other civil rights laws in education, from federal assis-
tance to disadvantaged children, and from federal
programs such as Head Start, the barriers to obtain-
ing a good education faced by the minority poor
remain imposing. Those barriers are greatest for chil-
dren who live in concentrated poverty (See Figure A.)

Figure A. Students Scoring at "Basic" Level or Higher on the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
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Source: Education Week, Quality Counts '98: The Urban Challenge: Public Education in the 50 States, at 12 (Jan. 8, 1998). Reprinted with
permission of Education Week.
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There is much evidence that all children can
learn and that the public schools serving minority
and poor children can be successful in educating stu-
dents to high standards. What is missing is a major
commitment on the part of educators and public offi-
cials at all levelsfederal, state, and localto make
educational opportunity for poor children a priority,
to provide sufficient resources and deploy them effec-
tively, to insist on high academic standards, and to
hold all schools and school districts accountable for
results. Through the passage of the Title I program,
funded under the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act (ESEA), Congress provided a powerful tool
for accomplishing all of these goals. In 1994, the
most recent reauthorization of the three-decade-old
law, Congress substantially overhauled the Title I pro-
gram to shift the focus from remedial education to
high standards and higher achievement.

In this report, part of a larger study that will
include an examination of Title I implementation in
selected states, districts, and schools, we assess the
extent to which the policies and enforcement practices
of the U.S. Department of Education ("Department")
have fulfilledor, in some cases, thwartedthe
promise of the new law with respect to our poorest
children. Our study is organized around five broad sets
of questions germane to whether the 1994 Title I
reforms are having their intended impact on improving
the achievement of disadvantaged children:

Are high standards being set for all children?

Is the attainment of these standards being mea-
sured with assessments of student achievement
that are fair, accurate, and shared with parents
and the public?

Are school districts and schools that receive Title
I dollars held accountable for making substantial
and continuous improvements in student perfor-
mance?

Do states, districts, and schools ensure that teach-
ers have the capacity (i.e., the knowledge, training,
and resources) they need to provide all students
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with the opportunity to achieve at high levels?

Is there evidence that the reforms can work, i.e.,
examples of successful schools, districts, and
states making progress toward achieving higher
standards?

With respect to the central questionwhether
Title I is making a difference for poor and minority
childrenthe Citizens' Commission's short answer is
that yes, Title I has made some difference to poor
and minority children, but no, Title I has not made
enough of a difference to close the persistent
achievement gaps between poor and non-poor, and
minority and non-minority students. The shortcom-
ings of the program flow in large measure from the
failure of federal, state, and local officials to heed the
call of the new law to renovate and reform the educa-
tional system.

Nonetheless, there is every reason to believe
that the program can be successful in the future.
The new Title I reforms, while still in midstream,
are sound and workable. Evidence of their positive
impact is accumulating in states, like Maryland and
Texas, that had similar standards-based reforms in
place before 1994, and in areas that have acted
rapidly to implement the 1994 reforms. Prospects
for further gains will be enhanced by modest
improvements in the statute, and a commitment by
the Clinton Administration to implement the law,
along with a willingness to enforce its requirements
where violations occur.

Accordingly, the Citizens' Commission recom-
mends that Congress ratify the principles of stan-
dards-based reform contained in the 1994
amendments by reauthorizing Title I for at least five
more years. Congress should also take additional
steps to improve the capacity of schools and school
districts in areas of concentrated poverty to meet
the challenge of helping all their students reach
high standards.

The Citizens' Commission also recommends that
the President and the Secretary of Education
announce the resolve of the Administration to imple-
ment and enforce Title Ito secure its primary pur-
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pose: equalizing the learning opportunities available
to poor and non-poor children. In addition, gover-
nors and state and local education officials should
heed the mandate of Title I and, in many cases, their
own state laws and policies, to ensure that poor and
minority children reap the benefits of standards-
based reform.

Chapter II. Federal Aid to
Education: The Continuing
Need and the Varying
Response

Although public education is largely a state and
local concern, the Fourteenth Amendment calls upon
the federal government to ensure equality of educa-
tional opportunity. Guided by the Supreme Court's
1954 decision in Brown u Board of Education, the
national interest in education has been manifested
for the past three decades primarily through the civil
rights laws and through Title I, an $8 billion program
that now serves approximately 10.5 million students
in some 50,000 schools. While the federal share of
educational expenditures is small (less than 7%),
Title I has helped to narrow the gap in education rev-
enue that exists between high- and low-income areas
because of inequities in state school financing sys-
tems. There is also evidence that the program has
been effective in teaching basic skills and in amelio-
rating, to a degree, the persistent achievement gaps
between white and minority students.

Nevertheless, evidence drawn from schools oper-
ating under the old law (then called Chapter 1)
showed that the law was not fully effective because:
(1) it was designed to teach only basic, not advanced,
skills; (2) it was based on and ratified low expecta-
tions of poor and minority youngsters; and (3) it iso-
lated these youngsters from the mainstream by
pulling them out of the classroom for remediation. In
1988, a new quality focus was added to the program.
In 1994, Congress completely overhauled the law in
the Improving America's Schools Act (IASA), reautho-
rizing Chapter 1 (now Title I) for a five-year period.

The IASA contained many of the major changes rec-
ommended by education and civil rights advocates to
ensure that Title I and other federal funds would be
used by state and local education agencies to under-
take meaningful reforms that would result in substan-
tial academic gains for poor and minority students.
(See Figure B.)

Taken together, the 1994 amendments amount to
a major agenda for education reform that can benefit
poor and minority children. Title I now requires that
states and school districts receiving funds:

Set high standards that all students, including
low-income and limited English proficient stu-
dents, must meet in all subjects.

Develop new assessments that measure the
progress of students, schools, and school districts
in meeting high standards.

Hold school districts and individual schools
accountable for showing continuous improve-
ments in student performance, until all students
achieve at high levels.

Target resources to schools and districts with the
highest concentrations of children from low-
income families.

Encourage schoolwide improvements in schools
where more than half the children are from low-
income families.

Ensure that eligible schools and districts have the
capacity to teach to high standards, including
adequate professional development, and, where
necessary, the provision of extra resources to
needy schools.
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Figure B. The Old Title I vs. The Current Title I

Old Title I: Current Title I:

Different standards for different groups of children Same high standards for all children

Lower expectations for poor and minority children Same high expectations for all children

"Dumbed-down" curricula for Chapter 1 children Same challenging curricula for all children

"Basic skills" tests that compare students to each
other, not to any objective standards

Higher level tests that measure students'
progress toward standards

Tracking, along with separate, pull-out instruction
away from the regular classroom and classmates

Rich instruction and support in the
the classroom; extra help after school hours

Little training for teachers and aides Investment in high-quality staff
development for teachers and aides

Detailed accounting for dollars Accountability for results

Successful schools lose money; failing schools
continue to fail

Recognition for successful schools; help
then corrective actionfor schools that
continue to fail

Sources: Title I of the ESEA, 20 U.S.C.A. § 6301 et seq. (Supp. 1998); Commission on Chapter 1, Making Schools Work for Children in
Poverty (Washington, D.C.: Commission on Chapter 1/American Association for Higher Education 1992).

Chapter III. Standards

Responding to pervasive evidence of low stan-
dards and expectations, Congress rewrote Title Ito
require an entirely new approach. To receive Title I
funds, states are now required by law to demonstrate
to the Department that they have adopted challeng-
ing content and performance standards.

But the new law's commitment to high standards
for all children soon hit a roadblock in implementa-
tion. The Clinton Administration almost immediately
after the 1994 mid-term elections began to exhibit
reluctance to tell state and local authorities what was
expected of them under the new law, or to implement
key provisions of the law that were designed to equal-
ize learning opportunities for poor and non-poor chil-
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dren. In the end, delays in implementation, faulty
interpretations, and breaches in enforcement of the
law became the order of the day.

The new law's intent was to transform Title I
from a remedial reading and math program into one
that assisted schools serving poor children to improve
the achievement of students in a broad range of chal-
lenging academic content. In proposed and final reg-
ulations, however, the Department limited the
requirement of standards and assessments for Title I
purposes to two subjectsreading and mathemat-
icseven when states had standards and assess-
ments in other subjects. This narrow view threatens
to undermine efforts to bring high standards, and
aligned curriculum and instruction in subjects like
science and social studies, to high-poverty schools.
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In another break with the letter and spirit of the
new law, which requires states to adopt uniform stan-
dards, the Department decided to permit states to
accept differing local standards, without any effective
means for ensuring that all children would be called
upon to meet high standards. The enduring message
of the Department's nonregulatory policy guidance
on this subject is that states are free to adopt dual
standards, thereby allowing districts with high pro-
portions of poor and underachieving students to
expect less of their students.

Chapter IV. Assessments

The new assessments called for by Title I are far
different from what has previously been used to mea-
sure student learning. For one thing, the assess-
ments will measure what a student knows against a
standard that specifies what he or she is expected to
know, rather than comparing one student against
another on a bell-shaped curve. For another, the
standards will themselves often call for students to
demonstrate knowledge and skills needed to live and
work in a much more complex society. Thus, the
forms of these new assessments are expected to be
rich and varied, relying less on multiple-choice, "fill-
in-the-bubble" items, and instead incorporating stu-
dent writing, constructed responses, portfolios, and
other measures of students' ability to solve problems
and demonstrate understanding of complex subject
matter. Finally, in a significant break from past prac-
tice, assessments should include important core sub-
jects beyond reading and mathematics, such as social
studies and science.

These new forms of assessment are an essential
element of the new law's theme of standards-based
reform. Without an accurate means of measuring what
students know and can do, responsible school authori-
ties have no way of gauging whether students are
reaching high standards. And without such an accu-
rate gauge, schools and school districts cannot be held
accountable for results. Accurate assessment tools,
then, are the glue that holds the reform effort together.

The Citizens' Commission's investigation uncov-
ered critical deficiencies in the Department's inter-
pretation of the assessment requirements of the new
law. The end result was the approval` of many state
plans that were legally inadequate. For example, the
Department did not require states to spell out their
plans for full inclusion of limited English proficient
(LEP) and disabled students in the assessments,
including their plans for appropriate modifications
and accommodations. Nor did the Department
require states to describe how they would provide for
the disaggregation of assessment results by race, gen-
der, poverty status, English proficiency status, and
other categories spelled out in the law. Moreover, the
Department did not provide sufficient direction to its
peer reviewers and staff members charged with
reviewing and recommending approval or disapproval
of these plans. As a result of all of these failures, along
with a general reluctance to engage in controversy
with states, many plans were approved without the
Department even pointing out, much less requiring
correction of, their legal deficiencies.

The Department also departed from the law's
intent when it decided not to require statewide
assessments in the Title I program. Civil rights and
other advocates criticized this decision on grounds
that allowing local school districts the latitude to use
their own tests was likely to perpetuate a dual educa-
tion system in which lower standards would persist in
high-poverty, high-minority school districtsthe very
outcome the new law sought to avoid. Experts in the
field of assessment and measurement, including the
National Research Council's Board on Testing and
Assessment, agreed that aligning or assuring the
comparability of different assessments was virtually
impossible, as a technical matter. The Citizens' Com-
mission's examination of the state plans submitted to
the Department confirmed the seriousness of the
Department's retreat on this issue, in that many of
the state plans approved by the Department do not
appear to comply with the law.
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Chapter V. Accountability

Under the new Title I, states must develop and
implement comprehensive systems of accountability
for all Title I schools. These accountability systems
must be based on state standards, and assessments
aligned with those standards. While the law allows
each state to design its own final accountability sys-
tem, aligned with its own state standards, assess-
ments, and reform efforts, the following key

elements must be included to ensure a viable
accountability system and meaningful school
improvements: (1) adequate yearly progress (AYP);
(2) public engagement; (3) identification and help
for schools in need of improvement (See Figure C);
(4) corrective action; and (5) requirements for
state plans.

To its credit, the Department made accountabil-
ity a priority in considering proposed state plans.
Failure to describe sufficient measures to identify

Figure C. School and District Accountability: Improvement
Process Timeline

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
(1995-1996) (1996-1997) (1997-1998) (1998-1999) (1999-2000) (2000-2001)

Schools already
in program
improvement for
two consecutive
years prior to
1995-96 school

year

Technical
assistance

and
optional

corrective
actions.

=>

Required
corrective
actions for

schools
still not
making

adequate
progress.

All other schools Failure to
make adequate

progress.
=>

Identification
of school.
Technical

assistance and
optional

corrective
actions.

=>
Required
corrective
actions for
schools still
not making
adequate
progress.

Districts Failure to
make adequate

progress.
=>

Identification
of district.
Technical

assistance and
optional

corrective
actions.

=> =>
Required
corrective
actions for

districts still
not making
adequate
progress.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Guidance on Standards, Assessments, and Accountability, at 83 (Mar. 1997).
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schools and districts for improvement during the
transition period was the number one reason many
states received only conditional approval of the Title
I component of their plans. In addition, the Depart-
ment has worked closely with state education offi-
cials and technical experts to craft sound
accountability measures and has issued helpful guid-
ance spelling out the requirements of the law.

Regrettably, however, much of the Department's
enforcement to date of Title I's accountability require-
ments has glossed over the widespread propensity of
school officials to maintain and tolerate a permanent
underclass of low-achieving students who are dispro-
portionately poor and minority. For example, numer-
ous states planned to use a single cut score on their
assessment to determine adequate progress instead of
requiring continuous improvement, thereby permit-
ting schools to continue to fail to adequately educate
the many Title I children who score below the cutoff.
Many state plans also contained few or no provisions
and safeguards to ensure that LEP and poor children
also make adequate progress toward achieving the
standards. Despite statutory language, neither early
drafts of the Department's guidance nor its plan
approval criteria required states to specifically
include poor and LEP students in their definitions of
AYP. In some cases abetted by guidance issued in
conflict with the law, and in other cases in spite of its
own helpful guidance, the Department has approved
scores of accountability provisions in state plans that
do not conform with the new law. In large measure,
these deficiencies will permit, and in some cases
exacerbate, dual standards within states, within dis-
tricts, and even within individual schools, for advan-
taged and disadvantaged students.

The Department's vacillation and prolonged delay
in issuing final guidance consistent with the law sent
the wrong message to states, and undermined the
statutory goal of statewide accountability measures to
increase all students' achievement. The final guid-
ance was a small improvement over earlier drafts, in
that it encouraged, but did not require, states to hold
districts accountable for the progress of poor and LEP
students, not just for overall progress. To the detri-
ment of LEP children, the guidance provided too lit-

tle, too late; it failed to require full inclusion in the
accountability system, and it was added long after
state plans were submitted and approved.

Chapter VI. Capacity-Building

The new Title I law contains three sets of provi-
sions which, if carried out, should bring about real
improvements in the quality of education provided in
many participating schools. These are: an explicit
state duty to help build school capacity; provisions for
professional development; and state support for school-
wide programs and schools in need of improvement.
(See Figure D.)

While all Title I grant recipients have a legal
responsibility to build school capacity, the Depart-
ment has chosen to minimize this capacity-building
requirement by providing little or no explanation of
this responsibility. Moreover, the Department chose
not to make compliance with the capacity-building
provision a condition for approval of states' plans
(and, hence, the continued flow of Title I dollars to
the states) although it could have, and should have,
done so. Despite explicit statutory language, and
despite commenters' recommendations on proposed
plan criteria, the Department never asked, nor was it
told, whether states had any real intention of taking
the steps needed to ensure that their Title I schools
were able to implement the rigorous requirements of
the new law with respect to what actually goes on in
the classrooms of Title I schools.

With respect to professional development, the
Department has been a strong proponent, but has
never advised states that it will enforce relevant Title
I provisions, or required the states to enforce these
provisions. For example, Title I now requires schools
identified as needing improvement to devote the
equivalent of 10% of their Title I allocation over a
two-year period to professional development activi-
ties. But most states glossed over this requirement in
plans approved by the Department.

The most encouraging sign with respect to the
capacity provisions in Title I is that most states have
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Figure D. Schoolwide Capacity Requirements

The breadth of states' capacity-building responsibilities is illustrated by how they must help local educational
agencies comply with schoolwide program requirements. Under Title I § 1114(b), schoolwide program com-
ponents include, but are not limited to:

"effective instructional strategies . .. that . . . increase the amount and quality of learning time, such as
providing an extended school year and before- and after-school and summer programs and opportunities,
and help provide an enriched and accelerated curriculum";

strategies that "address the needs of all children in the school . . . which may include ... counseling, pupil
services, and mentoring services; .. . college and career awareness and preparation ... job placement ser-
vices, and innovative teaching methods which may include applied learning and team teaching strategies";

"[i]nstruction by highly qualified professional staff ";

"professional development for teachers and aides, and, where appropriate, pupil services personnel,
parents, principals, and other staff to enable all children in the school to meet the State's student perfor-
mance standards";

"[p]lans for assisting preschool children in the transition from early childhood programs, such as Head
Start, Even Start, or a State-run preschool program, to local elementary school programs"; and

" [a] ctivities to ensure that students who experience difficulty mastering any of the standards required .. .
during the course of the school year shall be provided with effective, timely, additional assistance . ..."

been willing to heed the call of the new law to help
improve schools in a more systematic way by estab-
lishing state-organized and financed school support
teams and related programs operating out of the
state education departments. The Department's
clearest guidance both to the field and to its own
peer reviewers on capacity issues was on the topic of
state support teams. The result was that many states'
plans clearly described the creation, composition,
and role of school support teams.

States have been undercut in their capacity-
building efforts, however, by the refusal of Congress
to appropriate funds for school improvement in 1997-
98 and for targeted grants for the neediest districts.

Despite deficiencies, a number of states did
articulate a strategy for sustained help and capacity-
building for their most troubled schools and for the
provision of the sort of intensive, hands-on profes-
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sional development most experts believe is needed to
turn around such schools.

Chapter VII. Waivers

As part of Title I's exchange of greater flexibility
for increased accountability, Congress included
"waiver" provisions in the recent amendments to the
ESEA. Now, for the first time in more than 30 years
of federal education law, grant recipients may be
relieved of the duty to comply with ESEA provisions
that are deemed to impede improvement and reform.

The Citizens' Commission analyzed publicly avail-
able data and reports as of December 31, 1997, the
midpoint of the authorization period, in order to deter-
mine whether the waiver provisions, and the Depart-
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ment's implementation of them, have supported or
undermined the core objective of the law: to improve
educational outcomes for children in schools with high
concentrations of poverty. The Department generally
made reasonable case-by-case waiver determinations,
and required applicants to demonstrate that the needs
of higher poverty schools would be adequately
addressed. Thus, in the Citizens' Commission's judg-
ment, these waivers did not seriously undermine the
statute's intent to target aid to poor children.

The relative paucity of waiver applicationsfewer
than 500 over a three-year period from out of the 13,000
Title I school districts within the United Statesand
the small number of provisions for which waivers were
requested suggest that the law is workable as written.
(See Figure E, Figure F.) However, there is still the
very real possibility that the low number of waiver
requests reflects, in part, the fact that many school offi-
cials either do not fully comprehend their obligations
under Title I, or do not take them seriously

Figure E. Disposition of Waiver Requests, 1994-1997

Year
Received Total # # Granted # Denied

# Returned/
Withdrawn # Pending # Unknown

1994 1 1(100 %) 0 0 0 0

1995 188 100 (53%) 12 (6%) 75 (40%) 0 1 (<1%)

1996 154 46 (30%) 21 (14%) 86 (56%) 0 1 (<1%)

1997 148 82 (55%) 8 (5%) 43 (29%) 12 (8%) 3 (2%)

Total 491 229 (47%) 41(8 %) 204 (42%) 12 (2%) 5 (1%)

Source: Citizens' Commission Analysis of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request Material from U.S. Department of Education.

Figure F. Types of Waiver Requests*

Year Total #

Eligibility/
Targeting
(§ 1113)

Schoolwide
Programs
(§ 1114)

Fiscal
(§1120A/
14501)

Standards'
Deadline
(§ 1111)

Professional
Development
(§ 2206)

Other (<5
requests
per §)

1994 1 1(100 %) 0 0 0 0 0

1995 188 152 (81%) 8 (4%) 7 (4%) 0 5 (3%) 16 (8%)

1996 154 77 (50%) 37 (24%) 18 (12%) 0 6 (4%) 16 (10%)

1997 148 43 (29%) 61 (41%) 4 (3%) 28 (19%) 3 (2%) 9 (6%)

Total 491 273 (56%) 106 (21%) 29 (6%) 28 (6%) 14 (3%) 41(8 %)

* "Fiscal" waivers do not include requests to waive maintenance effort requirements. Maintenance of effort has its own specific waiver
authority. ESEA § 8891(c) (Supp. 1998)
Source: Citizens' Commission Analysis of FOIA Request Material from U.S. Department of Education.
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Chapter VIII. Good News

After operating for three years under Title I, and
assisted by initiatives catalyzed by Goals 2000, the
New American Schools program, and state reform
efforts, the number of school success stories is steadi-
ly increasing. Numerous school improvement pro-
grams have begun to "scale up," bringing reform to
hundreds rather than just a handful of schools. Entire
districts are beginning to implement reforms based
on research about effective schooling for disadvan-
taged students. Significantly, there is now evidence
that these heightened reform efforts are improving
achievement districtwide, rather than just for individ-
ual isolated schools. These success stories shift the
focus of the debate from what is wrong with kids (or
their parents) to what schools can do to level the play-
ing field and provide opportunities to learn.

The Citizens' Commission examined the results
of standards-based reform in three citiesSan Anto-
nio, Texas; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Memphis,
Tennesseewhere schools serving largely poor and
minority populations are improving steadily as a
result of aggressive, districtwide reforms. With
strong community support, and even stronger leader-
ship, these districts have overcome numerous barri-
ers to student achievement.

These success stories are still the exception, but
they need not be. Their reforms and results can be
replicated when a community, spurred by sufficient
political will, strong leadership from school and gov-
ernment officials, teacher support, and financing,
commits itself to change. Title I, by providing critical
funding and key reform concepts, can be a lever for
educational reform that makes a difference in stu-
dents' lives.

Conclusion

While debate continues about the general health
of American public education, almost all knowledge-
able people agree that schooling for poor children is in
a crisis state. Many disadvantaged youngsters are per-
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forming poorly in school and are emerging without the
knowledge and skills that would enable them to be pro-
ductive and participating citizens in American society.

The fault for these conditions lies not in our chil-
dren, but in our schools, in our society, and in our-
selves. If any doubt existed on this score, it should
have been extinguished by the great academic
progress that many black and Latino students who
once were shackled by segregation and other forms of
discrimination achieved once these restraints were
lifted. The strides made by these youngsters in the
wake of the civil rights revolution send a clear mes-
sage that children who are given the opportunity to
succeed will make good use of it.

This study is a good news/bad news report. The
good news is that the Clinton Administration has
been steadfast in its commitment to support for pub-
lic schools and to targeting Title I resources to
schools with the greatest needs. It has also advocat-
ed increased funding of Title I and other key pro-
grams to meet the educational needs of poor
children. Moreover, several states and a number of
urban districts have engaged in major reform and are
able to report significant progress for poor children.

The bad news is that the Clinton Administration,
once a prime advocate of standards-based reform,
has since had a massive failure of will and nerve.
That failure has been manifested by a refusal to insist
that states comply with fundamental provisions of the
law, notably the requirement that a single set of high
standards be established for all the children in a
state. In the Administration's readiness to counte-
nance differing standards and expectations for chil-
drenone set for children in more affluent suburbs
and another for poor children in inner citiesthere
are disturbing echoes of the old racially dual systems
of education that the Supreme Court addressed in
Brown u Board of Education and of the two-tiered
system of advanced versus basic education that the
1994 Title I reforms were designed to eliminate.

It would be unwise to overestimate the likely
impact of standards-based reform on public educa-
tion. The history of public education is littered with
reforms offered as panaceas that failed to achieve
their promise. But there are also strong reasons not
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to abandon in midstream an initiative that gives evi-
dence of succeeding. No alternative to Title I reform
has surfaced that holds out more hope of revitalizing
the public schools that continue to serve the largest

numbers of American children. No other set of pro-
posals is truer to the unique American vision of com-
mon schools where all children are offered the means
to achieve to their full potential.
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Chapter VIII

Title I in Midstream
Findings and Recommendations

Findings

The Citizens' Commission makes the following
findings:

1. The Most Urgent Need
in Education

The most urgent need in American education
today is to remove the barriers to opportunity
that now face poor children, particularly children
of color, children with disabilities, and children
with limited proficiency in English. The greatest
obstacles are those facing children who live in
concentrated poverty, a condition that dispropor-
tionately affects black, Latino, and other minori-
ty children. Children who attend high-poverty
schools are often taught by underqualified teachers
and generally have less access than others to needed
resources and services such as preschool, early read-
ing programs, counseling, smaller class sizes, and
professional development for their teachers. In addi-
tion, the standards and expectations set for students
in high-poverty schools, as well as for those assigned
to lower tracks of other schools, are lower than those
set for other students.

As a result of these barriers, many poor children,
particularly those attending school in conditions of
concentrated poverty, are performing at low levels
and are not reaching their academic potential.

2. The Federal Role in Education

While the federal role in education is limited,

the national government has a vital role in
assuring equality of educational opportunity.
The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment is a mandate to federal departments
and agencies to redress discrimination against chil-
dren. There is also a national interest, founded in
part on the General Welfare and Domestic Tranquili-
ty sections of the Constitution, in strengthening pub-
lic education so that it can contribute to a
productive and unified nation.

The national interest in education has been
manifested for the past three decades primarily
through civil rights laws and through Title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, an
$8 billion program that now serves nearly 10.5
million students in some 50,000 schools.
Although the federal share of educational expendi-
tures is small (less than 7%), this aid has helped to
narrow the gap in education revenue that exists
between high- and low-income areas because of
inequities in state school financing systems.

3. The Impact of the Old Title I

During the 1970s and 1980s, black and Latino
students made encouraging educational progress,
with gains that closed almost half the gap between
their levels of achievement and those of white stu-
dents. There is evidence that the Title I program,
along with school desegregation, Head Start, and
other initiatives, contributed to these gains.

Nevertheless, the academic progress of poor chil-
dren has been limited. Evidence drawn from schools
operating under the old law showed that the law was
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not fully effective because: (a) it was designed to
teach only basic, not advanced, skills; (b) it was
based on and ratified low expectations of poor and
minority youngsters; and (c) it isolated these young-
sters from the mainstream by pulling them out of the
classroom for remediation.

4. Key Elements of the New Title I
Reforms

To deal with the deficiencies identified, Con-
gress completely overhauled the law in the Improv-
ing America's Schools Act of 1994. The new law was
based on a fording that all children could master
challenging material and higher level skills. It
called for the setting of high standards, for the devel-
opment of new forms of assessment to determine
whether the standards were being met, for holding
schools and school systems accountable for educa-
tional progress, and for using Title I resources to
build the capacity of schools and school systems to
meet their responsibilities.

(a) To address the problem of low expectations,
the law called on states to adopt content standards
articulating what children should know and be able
to do and performance standards describing levels of
proficiency that students reached in meeting the
standards. These standards were to be set in at least
reading/language arts and mathematics, and extend-
ed to Title I-eligible children in other subject matter
areas if the state voluntarily adopted standards in
additional areas.

(b) To address the problem of tests that exam-
ine students in only a few subjects, that assess only
basic skills, and that compare test-takers only to each
other rather than measuring their progress in learn-
ing what they should know, the new Title I called for
new forms of assessment. The new assessments, to
be in effect by 2000-01, must be:

criterion-referenced and aligned with content and
performance standards;

statewide in application;
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inclusive of all students and providing accommo-
dations for disabled and limited English proficient
students; and

disaggregated, so that results are reported by eco-
nomic status, race, ethnicity, gender, English pro-
ficiency status, disability, and migrant status.

(c) To deal with problems stemming from a lack
of responsibility for achieving results by state and
local educational authorities, the statute called for
the development by states of a comprehensive system
of accountability. During the first five years, when
standards and assessments are still being developed,
states are required to develop procedures to identify
schools and school districts in need of improvement.

When the accountability system is complete, it
must include provisions for

adequate yearly progress, calling for continuous
and substantial annual improvement in each dis-
trict and school, particularly in the performance of
disadvantaged and limited English proficient stu-
dents in meeting proficient and advanced levels;

public reporting, parent involvement, and public
engagement on the issue of how to improve
schools;

identification of schools in need of improvement;

corrective action to deal with school districts and
schools that fail to make progress. Such action
may include the withholding of funds, reconstitut-
ing schools and school districts, establishing char-
ter schools, or allowing students to transfer out of
failing schools to other schools or school districts.

(d) To help ensure that Title I funds are used in
ways that advance the goal of high performance, the
statute placed great emphasis on capacity-building,
particularly in the professional development of teach-
ers. While Congress did not want to dictate inputs in
a law focused on accountability for results, the statute
did call upon states to articulate how they would help
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districts and schools achieve the capacity to carry out
their obligations and did require specific sums to be
set aside for professional development in schools that
were failing to meet their performance goals.

5. The Positive Results of
Standards-Based Reform

The new Title I reforms are sound and work
able. While the reforms called for by the 1994 amend-
ments are still in midstream, evidence of their impact
is accumulating in states that had similar standards-
based reform in effect prior to 1994 and in places that
have acted rapidly to implement the 1994 reforms.

In several states, notably Kentucky, Maryland,
and Texas, major elements of reform have been put
into place on a statewide basis.

A number of urban school districts have also
launched reforms. For example, in Philadelphia, a rig-
orous reform program incorporating many Title I fea-
tures has resulted in citywide gains in student
achievement in a system where the great majority of
students are poor. In San Antonio, the number of low-
performing schools has declined from 40 to 6 over a
five-year period. San Antonio is part of the Texas
reform effort that has produced gains in many school
systems. In Memphis, schools that have been
redesigned along lines contemplated by Title I have
produced substantial gains in achievement and the
proportion of students taking college preparatory
courses in math has increased from 41% to 66% over a
four-year period. In these and other places, Title I dol-
lars are helping to carry out well-conceived reforms.

The new Title I has not imposed onerous or
unduly burdensome requirements on state or
local fund recipients. Unlike the old law, which
called for a detailed accounting of expenditures, the
new Title I discards detailed regulation in favor of an
emphasis on accountability for results. The Citizens'
Commission's review of state plans and of waiver
requests provides supportive evidence for this find-
ing, demonstrating that neither states nor districts
have seen a need to approach the U.S. Department of
Education in any significant numbers with requests
for waivers of their duty to comply with the law.

6. Factors Retarding Progress

There is wide variance in the degree to which
states have complied with the requirements of the
new Title I. From our review of state plans and
other pertinent material, the Citizens' Commission
believes that a number of states have embraced the
principles that all students should be expected to
meet high standards and that those who operate pub-
lic schools should be held accountable for achieving
this goal. Other states embrace these principles in
general but shrink from applying them to benefit eco-
nomically disadvantaged students. Still other states
have yet to adopt standards-based reform.

Failures by the U.S. Department of Education
to take actions needed to implement and enforce
the new Title I have retarded educational
progress. The Clinton Administration certainly
deserves credit for its steadfast support for public
schools and for directing public attention to needs
for educational improvement. With respect to Title I,
the U.S. Department of Education has taken some
positive action to further the specific purposes of the
new law, providing general information and guidance
about its aims, prodding states to upgrade their pro-
cedures for identifying schools in need of improve-
ment, and recommending to Congress greater
targeting of funds to poor areas.

But the Department has shrunk from furnishing
clear messages to state and local education agencies
on any issue that might prove controversial. As a
result, many state and local education officials have
received the impression that the new Title I is largely
a deregulation law that will free them from bother-
some federal conditions and have failed to under-
stand that the tradeoff in the law is higher standards
and accountability for results.

Most significantly, the Department has either
failed to implement or has misinterpreted key provi-
sions of the law that are designed to equalize learning
opportunities between poor and non-poor children:
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Contrary to the law, the Department has limited
the requirement of standards and assessments for
Title I purposes to two subjectsreading and
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mathematicseven when states have standards
and assessments in other subjects.

Contrary to the law, which requires states to adopt
uniform standards, the Department has permitted
states to accept differing local standards, without
any effective means for assuring that all children
will be called upon to meet high standards. Simi-
larly, the Department has permitted states to use
differing local assessments, again without any
effective assurances of comparability.

Ignoring the law, the Department has failed to
insist that states reveal how they will assist local
districts and schools in achieving the capacity to
help students meet high standards. As a result,
few states have made a substantial commitment
to helping low-income districts acquire the
resources to improve teaching, increase learning
time, or meet other requirements of the law.

Cumulatively, these defaults and misinterpreta-
tions of the law by the Department have served to
undermine a central objective of the new Title I: to
eliminate the dual system that prevails in American
education and that consigns poor children, children
of color, and children with special needs to schools
and programs with lower expectations, lower stan-
dards, fewer resources, and fewer opportunities than
those enjoyed by the great majority of advantaged
children.

Progress has been further retarded by the follow-
ing failures of the Department:

the failure to adopt in a timely way criteria for
determining whether states have demonstrated
that their content standards meet the require-
ments of the law;

the failure to insist on timely adoption by states of
performance standards for gauging proficiency
and the acceptance of plans lacking an approved
process for developing performance standards,
with the result that as of the summer of 1998, 31
states and Puerto Rico had neither content nor
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performance standards or a process for develop-
ing them;

the failure to explicate the statutory requirement
that children be assessed in the language most
likely to yield accurate information about their
knowledge and skills;

the failure to require states to measure separately
the annual yearly progress of poor children and
children with limited English proficiency so that
the requirements of the law cannot be met solely
by the gains of more advantaged children;

the failure to insist on processes for assuring that
children with disabilities will receive accommoda-
tions and will not be excluded from assessment
except in rare circumstances;

the failure to make clear to states and local edu-
cation agencies that Title I assessments are not to
be used for high-stakes purposes; and

the failure to place sufficient emphasis on the
importance of improving teaching through
thoughtful programs of professional development.

In criticizing the Department, the Citizens' Com-
mission does not suggest in any way that state and
local officials have done their part to effectuate the
purposes of the law. Indeed, the Citizens' Commis-
sion's review of state plans suggests that for all their
rhetoric about education reform, many states have
failed to heed the call of the new law to ensure that
poor and minority children reap the benefits of stan-
dards-based reform. Moreover, after gladly accepting
the changes in the law devolving significant responsi-
bility from the federal and state government with
respect to ensuring improved outcomes, the states'
behavior suggests many may not be up to the hard
work such responsibility entails.

Nor should Congress's role in holding back
progress be underemphasized. At a time when many
in Congress are promoting the devolution of federal
power and responsibility to state officials, the failure
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to appropriate sufficient funds to assist states in han-
dling their growing public education responsibilities
is particularly troubling.

7. Prospects for the Future

Despite the multiple failures of the Depart
ment of Education in implementing the new Title
I, there is every reason to believe that the pro-
gram can be successful in the future. Since the
process of reform contemplated is a long-term one,
the five-year authorization period is expiring before
states have completed and implemented their
reforms. But the experience of several states in rais-
ing standards, in adopting new learning strategies, in
fashioning more useful assessment tools, and in cre-
ating practical accountability systems has already
yielded positive results in the improved achievement
of disadvantaged youngsters. Prospects for further
gains will be enhanced by modest improvements in
the statute and a commitment by the Clinton Admin-
istration to implement the law, including a willing-
ness to enforce its provisions where violations occur.

Recommendations

The Citizens' Commission offers the following
recommendations:

1. Congress should ratify the principles of stan-
dards-based reform contained in the 1994
amendments to Title I of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act by reauthorizing the Act
for at least fwe more years. The central elements
of that lawsetting high standards and expectations
for all children, fashioning new tools to assess how
well children are being taught, and holding schools
and school systems accountableare all critically
important to the educational advancement of poor
children. The reform process set in motion by the
Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 was not
intended to be completed until the turn of the new
century; therefore, reauthorization is needed to allow
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sufficient time for the reforms to be completed. Only
if there were strong indications that the approach
taken in 1994 was failing would termination and a
search for alternatives be warranted. To the con-
trary, where reforms are being seriously undertaken,
there is strong evidence that they are succeeding.

2. Congress should take additional steps to
improve the capacity of schools and school dis-
tricts in areas of concentrated poverty to meet
the challenge of helping all their students reach
high standards. In particular, Congress should
make efforts to:

Attract the most able people to teach in high-
poverty areas. Congress should enact a program
to provide college loan forgiveness to able teach-
ers who are certified and who commit to teaching
for five years in schools in which at least 75% per-
cent of the children enrolled are from low-income
families. Congress should also appropriate funds
to permit bonuses of $2,500 per year to be award-
ed to teachers with certification from the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards who
commit to teaching for five years in such low-
income schools. The federal government should
also encourage corporate and state education
leaders to facilitate mid-career transfers of busi-
ness people who have an interest in teaching (par-
ticularly in science and technology) to teach in
low-income schools.

Improve the skills of the teachers through
enhanced opportunities for professional devel-
opment. While Congress sought in the 1994
amendments not to be prescriptive as long as
results were obtained, there is much evidence that
providing opportunities to teachers for profession-
al development, particularly in learning strategies
and teaching techniques that have proved effec-
tive, is a very sound investment. Accordingly, all
schools should be required to devote at least 10%
(schools identified as needing improvement
should be required to spend a larger proportion)
of their budget to professional development.
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Direct more resources to schools with high
concentrations of poverty. In 1994, Congress,
recognizing the barriers posed by concentrated
poverty, made provision in the Title I allocation
formula for distributing some funds by weighting
for such concentrations. But this was an alterna-
tive formula that could be triggered only in limited
circumstances, and it has never gone into effect.
The evidence from the Prospects report and other
sources reinforces the devastating educational
effects of concentrated poverty. This time, Con-
gress should assure that a substantial part of the
total appropriation is allocated through a formula
weighted for concentrated poverty.

3. The President and the Secretary of Education
should announce the resolve of the Administra-
tion to implement and enforce Title Ito secure its
primary purpose: equalizing the learning oppor-
tunities available to poor and non-poor children.
lb that end, they should direct federal officials to
take the following steps:

Ensure that states hold all children to the
same high standards and use the same
assessment tools to measure their progress.
The dual standards and assessments that the U.S.
Department of Education has sanctioned do the
same kind of harm to poor and minority children
that the racially dual school systems prohibited by
Brown n Board of Education have done in the
past. These dual standards and assessments are
not sanctioned by law and should be terminated
immediately.

Ensure that states and school districts make a
broad and challenging curriculum available
to all children. Ensuring that children in the
poorest schools and districts have access to the
same courses and materials that are available to
those in the wealthiest areas is vital if all children
are to have the opportunity to reach proficient
and advanced levels. This also means that the
U.S. Department of Education must hold state and
local officials accountable for securing progress

for poor children in all subject areas in which the
state has standards, not simply in reading and
mathematics.

Insist that states carry out their statutory
mandate to set forth a program for assisting
local districts and schools in achieving the
capacity to help students meet high stan-
dards. It is no secret that some states have
school financing systems so inequitable that prop-
erty-poor districts lack the capacity to attract and
retain significant numbers of qualified teachers,
to provide up-to-date texts and materials, to main-
tain small class sizes, and to provide other impor-
tant educational services. While Title I does not
rectify this problem, it does seek to provide at
least a partial solution. The U. S. Department of
Education should no longer ignore this require-
ment of the law.

Insist that children with limited proficiency in
English and children with disabilities be
included in assessments and be given needed
accommodations. Needed accommodations
include observing the statutory requirement that
children be tested in the language most likely to
reveal accurate information about what they know
and can do. In practice, children who are exempt-
ed from participating in assessments often are not
taught because school officials are not held
responsible for their progress.

Ensure that states provide meaningful reme-
dies for children who are trapped in failing
schools or school systems. The law's require-
ment that states ensure that corrective action will
be taken against schools and school districts fail-
ing to make adequate progress will soon come into
effect. While Title I does not mandate the particu-
lar actions that must be taken, it also does not
contemplate that children will be left in failing
schools. At a minimum, the U.S. Department of
Education must insist that steps be taken to
ensure that failing schools be reconstituted in a
way that promises real progress, and that children
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have the option of transferring to schools or dis-
tricts that offer effective education.

4. Governors and state and local education lead-
ers should heed the mandate of Title I and, in
many cases, their own state laws and policies, to
ensure that poor and minority children reap the
benefits of standards-based reform. State leaders
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should take bold action to close the gap between rich
and poor districts and to improve learning opportuni-
ties for poor and minority students. State and local
educators should ensure that standards are high for
all children, that qualified teachers are available to
the neediest students, and that accountability mea-
sures are implemented that afford all children access
to successful schools.
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